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LOST BROTHER

MISS McGIBBON
ELECTED TEACHER RANGE
Meeting of Board of Education last
Evening Mrs. Dixon's Resignation Accepted.

m

SENATORS

REVISED PROGRAM OF
IRRIGATION CONGRESS

loi

ABOVEJHE FUG

ARE SATISFIED

At a meeting of the board of eduheld last evening, the following
cation
1
A
j directors were present: T. B. Catron.
J. H. Sloan, Jose D. Sena, Nlcanor
Baca, Jose C. Sanchez, and Charles
E. Linney. Secretary J. A. Wood read
a list of needs for the schools before
opening in September and he was
.authorized to purchase two Unabridg
the High School
ed Dictionaries,-fo- r
and the eighth grade,' high school dic- TARIFF COMMISSION CLftUSE
tionaries for each of the other rooms,
two globes and two dozen ink wells.
Authorizes President to EmMounted Policeman Arrests Mrs. George Dixon asked for her
release from. her contract to teach. In
ploy Whom He Pleases x
the Santa Fe schools next year in
a
more
remunerative
to
order
and Assign Duties.
accept
Horse Thief
position offered her. The release
was given and Mrs. Eliot of Parkview
Washington, Aug. 3. The decision
Land Commissioner ' R.
was advanced to her place in the
is receiving many applications to lease eighth grade from the fourth "grade, of the conference committee to bring
in a joint resolution remodeling the
' territorial lands.
and Miss Maude Hancock from the
leather schedule had a
vasecond to the fourth grade. The
Arrested by Mounted Police.
in the Senate today aUd the
filled
was
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal, re- cancy in the second grade
leaders now feel that the
Republican
ports to Captain Fred Fornoff, that by electing Miss McGibbons to it. .
bill
will
go
through without' further
to
'
Director Catron was Instructed
he arrested Tom Mangum at Alma, Sodifficulty..
safefor
case
the
secure"
horsea
corro county, on the charge of
library
Even the "range" Senators, wnile
books in each
stealing and of bigamy, Mangum, be- keeping of the school
not
on
rooms.
entirely pleased with the protecThe committee
ing a Mormon, it is alleged, who has of ten
tion
afforded on leather goods, are
authorized
was
and
"F.
buildings
grounds
two wifes. He also arrested W.
not unmindful of the concessions that
of
rooms
to
in
a
the
build
:
platform
the
of
violating
Miller, on the charge
to has been made and for the first time
Second ward building and
game laws and carrying three guns on the
announced their intention of voting
with
rooms
kalsomlned
the
have
his person.
for
the bill.' Senator Culberson gave
also
are
The black boards
Notaries Appointed.
to be repaired. Director Linney was notice he would present an amendGovernor Curry today appointed the
a committee to secure a ment putting cotton bagging on the
Placido appointed
following notaries public:
steel flagpole for the High School free list. Questioned by Newlands.
Salazar, Albuquerque; Bernalillo coun- building and other flagpoles for the Mr. Aldrlch gave a full explanation
of the tariff commission clause, statty; C. H. HIttson, Tucumcari, Quay other buildings.
county; Miss Emma L. Reynolds, Aling it was even broader in authority
than given by the President, empowbuquerque, Bernalillo county; Charles
DARING ATTEMPT
E. Dennis, Clovis, Curry county.
ering the President to employ whom
Rio Grande Measurement.
AT TRAIN ROBBERY he pleases and assign such duties as
he sees fit.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart yesterflow
of
measurements
the
took
Vote on Thursday Afternoon.
day
Rails Placed Across Track to Wreck
of the Rio Grande at Buckman. AlBurlington Passenger Carrying
Washington, Aug. 3. The conference report will be voted on at 2
though the, river is unusually low, the
$250,000.
flow was found to be 600 second feet.
o'clock, Thursday, according to an
Tonight Mr. Stewart leaves for the
is agreement reached today on motion
3. What
Crawford,
Neb.,
Aug.
southwestern part of the Territory to believed to be a daring attempt at of Senator Bailey of Texas.
make stream measurements.
train robbery, was discovered yester ' Withdrawing Lands for Power Site.
Admitted to Do Insurance Business.
when an engineer of a passenger
Washington, D. C, Aug. 3. PurJacobo day
Insurance Commissioner
train on the Burlington, said to be suant to the policy and direction of
- Chaves today granted a certificate of
carrying a bullion shipment of $250,-00- Secretary Ballinger, Frank, Pierce,
admission to do business in New Mexdiscovered an obstruction of steel acting secretary of the interior, withico to the Commerce Trust Company rails on the track as the train round- drew for
temporary power sites 9,997
of Kansas City, Missouri, with a cap- ed a curve near Belmont. He stopped acres of land
along the Judith river,
ital of a million dollars and a surplus the train with difficulty a few feet in the state of
Montana, and 3,529
of $118,381.26. The company writes from the obstruction. A farmer I acres of
the Blue river,- .- in
land3long
'
.
t,t tne- view
i. witn
found in the vicinity claimed" He was 111.-surety and fidelity bonds.
iue siaie ot voioraao.
to
to
the
Brother.
train
Lost
His
get
for
flag
to
attempting
of
Looking
Congress these with
reporting
drawals in order that proper,, legis-Attorney General Frank W. Clancy medical assistance.
today received the following unique
letter from a man who is looking for
preserve power sites to the governTAFT AND DIAZ
ment and prevent monopolies.
his brother whom he believes to have
MAY NOT MEET Pursuant to the policy and direction
been murdered in New Mexico. The
epistle, original spelling and all, reads
of Secretary Ballinger, Acting Secre-- j
4is follows:
Political Situation in Mexico is 80 tary of the Interior Pierce withdrew
Hart okla Homa
for temporary power sites 28,410 acres
Disquieting as to Interfere
July the 28 1909
With Plans.
of land along the Grand river, in the
the Secretary of the loo F Lodg'n m
state of Utah, with the view of reDear trend and Brother I am Wrlghtto Congress these withdrawals
porting
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 3. A special
ing to You for some infamation of a from
in
that proper legislation may
prder
Monterey says that it is possiBrother that Was in your-- ' Town or
be enacted by Congress to preserve
Taft
ble
between
the
that
meeting
cuntry about June the 14th and he and Diaz will be
called off on account power sites to the government and
liant bin Heard of Sence he is Red
the
of
political situation in Mexico. prevent monopolies.
rinmRie'ction Blue Eyes Kurly Hair
General
Geronimo Trevino is replaced
Acting Secretary of the Interior
Sandy mustash & Sandy Hair and
command
in
Pierce
Villar
General
Lauro
by
today designated 163,120 acres
1.60
about 6 feet Tall Weighs about
of the troops in Monterey. The move more of land, as coming within the enTown
the
65
in
your
lbs he Was.
or
is regarded as significant as General larged homestead act, in the state of
14th of June 1909 he was : Talking
Bernardo Reye, the opposition candi- Wyomng, making a total up to date of
mna
by the
about going out With a
is governor 11,702,640 acres so designated in the
date for vice
name og Bumgardan Which this man of that state. president,
state of Wyoming.
Claimed he had taken a Contract to
the
Forestry on Indian Reservations.
Build a Dam some Y,TIme about
Aug. 3. In view of
he
clamed
Washington,
man
this
HEAVY
DEALINGS
Reiagrand River
statements
in the newsparecent,
the,
was from and also he clames he Came
IN
MARKET
WOOL
discontinuation
about
of the
the
is
pers
that
Brother
irom Virigina so This
between the
agreement
"cooperative
he
S.
Mincer
T.
1'
name
his
missing
Largest Movements Have Been in Indian office and the Forestry Bureau"
Ritten Back hear for money Per Vided
Territoriat Staples Prices Are
Frank Pierce, acting secretary of the
that he needed it he couCld get So his
Well Maintained.
interior, gives out the following
Back
Came
and
it
ancered
was
letter
statement: '..
he
So We Think he has bin murdred
3. Heavy dealBoston,
Mass.,
Aug.
Under an arrangement entered inwe
have
and
Mex
N
TVas in Santafee
ings are reported, in the local wool to between the secretary of the inis
he
that
believe
to
reason
got a good
market with prices well maintained. terior and the secretary of agriculo.
mm ui cu iu uiuci
"
The largest movements have been ture in January, 1908,
beof
that Cuntry prospectin. thinking
in
Territory staples and dealers are tween the forest service and the Inbin
he
had
also
and
Land
Buying
extremely busy opening new lots dian office in the care and use of tim'Talking With a Land Agent from from the west. Fine territory staples
ber upon Indian reservations was seDallas Texas that had Land wround are
78 cents, scoured
75
at
to
selling
Sweet Watter and other Places he al and half blood Montana 26 to 30 in cured and forestry work prosecuted
upon a number of reservations. Prior
eo Talk with this Land agent from Dal- the grease.
Texas and California to March 3, 1909, there was no direct
S.
T
Mr
Time.
Same
las about the
wools figures actively while the marcare of timMincer Talk With this man in Santfee ket for pulled wool and the foreign appropriation for the
InMenominee
the
upon
ber,
to
except
Lodg
U Mex I would Like for your
domestic. dian reservation in Wisconsin. The
with
the
pace
keeps
product
Look after this man and see if he is
forestry officers employed in the work
around thlr so I will close hoping to
were
carried upon the forest service
DANCE
TAKES
mail.
hear from you in Return
rolls and paid from the forestry apPLACE TONIGHT propriation, department of agriculVery Truly Yours
F. L. T
.
W. F. BANES
ture. In most instances, however, an
I Will (Be Pleased for you to Give me Delightful Affair Will Be Held at the adjustment was later made through
nil the infamation Leading to this man
Library Hall of Woman's
the presentation of a claim for reimBoard of Trade.
T S Mincers Recover
bursement by the forest service of
Very Truly Yours
expenses incurred and the payment of
F. L. T.
W. F. BANES
Tonight one of the regular dances that claim by the Indian office, deIn
out
open
Lodg
this
Read
under the auspices of the Wo- partment of the interior. '
Pleas
given
,
man's Board of Trade will take place One of the conditions of the
Postmasters Commissioned. The following postmasters have been at the library hall. All indications
agreement was that all men
George W. point to a largo attendance by the employed under It should "constitute
Tecently commissioned:
Cross at the fourth class money order young folks of the town. The music a part of the force of the forest servoffice at Tohatchl, N. M.; Claude J. will as usual he furnished by Morri- ice, responsible directly and only
Marbutt at the fourth class not money son's orchestra, this being a guarantee thereto." The expenses were to Be
order office at Kennaj Claude L. Rlck-e- r of a most enjoyable evening. Every borne, by the Indian office.
at fourth class not money order of- - body who cares about dancing is InOn March 3, 1909, Congress made
flee at Yankee; Myrtle Stephenson at vited.
a specific appropriation for the care
an
a
of timber upon Indian " reservations,
Tourth class not money oruer umue m.
with the exception of the Menominee
Mount Dora; Madge Ketcham at fourth HARRIMAN REPORTED
-MUCH IMPROVED. reserve, said act appropriating $100,-00closs money office at Espanola,
Star Service Schedule.
$10,000 of which were to be imNew York, Aug. 3. A private cable mediately available "tp enable
the
The following is the new star service schedule between Bast Las Vegas received here, says Mr. Harrison is commissioner of Indian affairs under
and Rociada: Leaves East Las Vegas greatly improved) In ;JiealtJi and his the direction ot the secretary of the
daily except Sunday at 7 a. m., and ar- condition is betterthan for many interior to make Investigations on Inhome
will
arrive
He
about
years.
'
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued on Page Eight.)
September 10.

Spokane,

Made Catholic Citizenship
Is Loyal to the
Them in Leather

Concessions

fa

Clancy Receives

Schedule

Pathetic Appeal

Nation
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Every-

home-buildin-

General Strike Called Yesterday Failed Dismally

g

George E. Barstow of Texas, will preATTACiTsABADALLE
KNIGHTS OF CMIBUS MEET side, and among tho 4,000
delegates TROOPS
will be representatives from every
state and territory In the Union and
Archbishop Glennon Advises the provinces in Canada, 30 delegates) Pretender Don Jaime Will
from Europe, the southern republics
Members to be Above
Take no Active Part in
and the orient, also several cabinet
officers, officials of the United States
Disturbances.
Partisanship.
services,
forestry and reclamation
railroad presidents, bankers, engi
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 3. The annual
Vienna, Aug. 3. Don Jaime, preneers, farmers, orchardlsts and truck
convention of the Knights of Columtender to the Spanish throne has dis- gardeners.
bus opened here today with Pontifical
Various stages of the development avowed any intention of taking ad
High Mass at which Archbishop John of the Pacific Northwest will be shown!
vantage of the present crisis in that
G. Glennon of St. Louis delivered the
and other devices
floats
elaborate
by
sermon. "The time has come," he
cmmtry ,Tne Challst party ,3 & party
iu tow parades of progress
and a
said, "when no set of men can array
of order," he said, "and I never take
review of the industrial and
themstves against the religion of his march in
35
UI'" mselt to bring an entire
fellow citizen in the United States. irrigation army, 10,000 men and
of music, in Riverside avenue oul pie into danger to serve my own ends.
The American Catholic places only
elec-- j
should I return to Spain at the head
the symbol of divinity above devo- August 10, 11 and 12, when the.
decorations'
illuminations
and
trical
tion to his country's standard." He
of the army it will be only to restore
will be the most pretentious ever at'
urged the Knights to sustain every
This mlht ha"Pen if Kins
'
'in this pan of the west. There ordernoble cause, placing citizenship above tempted
Alfonso
was driven out. The
11
o
also
be
will
demonstrations
party and extending to all irrespecthe
to
of
moisture
of
the king is on the wane
supplying
larity
tive of race or creed, the even hand
exhibits
means
land
artificial
and
by
of justice that they all themselves
through no fault of his and Queen Vic
of pioducts.
demand.
is even less liked by her people
One of the entertainment features, Itoria,
who
her foreign influence."
dread
is a public initiation of the delegates
General
Strike a Fizzle.
to
into
HAW'S
SANITY
the Mysterious
f
the Congress
and the Installa
Order of
STILL IN QUESTION tion of the supreme officers under the Madrid, Aug. 3. According to a
statement of the minister of the interdirection of Imperial Kopsane Seabury
now reigns
Adat
Matteawan
Physician
Hospital
Merritt and his staff on the evening of ior today, tranquility
mits He Would Have Hesitated
in
the isolatexcept
Friday, August 13. There will also throughout Spain
to Commit Patient.
Columns
be a series of receptions, banquets and ed localities of Catalonia.
excursions to nearby lakes and re",of troops composed of Infantry, cav
White Plains, N. Y., Aug. 3. Dr. sorts.
alry and artillery, are marching on
Amos T. Baker, of Matteawan state
L. G. Monroe, secretary of the Sponear Barcelona, where the
hospital, was recalled to the stand in kane Chamber of Commerce, has re- Sabadalle,
150
the Thaw hearing this morning and ceived voluntary pledges from
insurgents are still holding out. The
"under questioning
of Moerschauser, hotels and restaurants that there will general strike called yesterday at
counsel for Thaw, admitted that had be no advances in rates, and in addi-- Madrid and Bilbao, failed owing to the
it not been for the Stanford White ep- tion he has offers from 530 members precautionary measures taken by the
isode he would have had hesitancy- in of the organization who will each en- - authorities. General Marina in
from one to four delegates at mand in Morocco, is awaiting further
committing Thaw to the asylum. After detailing Thaw's life at the asylum, their homes. Fifteen hundred high reinforcements. Upon their arrival,
Baker was asked: "Did you ever tell school students will also be at the the advanced Spanish positions at
Thaw there was nothing the matter disposal o the delegates as
Atalayou and Sidiamet will be
'With his brain?" "No sir, cannot r- - taries.
strengthened, preparatory to an ad- '
memoer."
,
-j
Doiior dmittori sario
the cities bidding vance upon Zeeluan, the Spanish ob- a former hearing that the diagnosis for the 18th sessions are already in; jecuve
The Red Cross is work- I.
tt.4."'a t.n.. . n vmo 9iui mc
wuuuuuu
of maniac, depressive, insanity never opoKane and indications ure mere win
Asked whether De nveiy
had been established.
w
oiuiou j.ui .a.
ngui. ueiweeu
Moors Gathering in Force.
or not he would certify that Thaw was Pueblo, San Francisco;. Chicago, St.
Melilla, Aug. 3. A large force of
insane from personal observation out- Louis, Rochester, N. Y., and Charlesside the White episode, he said: ton, S. C. The last named has the Moors, including contingents from
"Thaw had shown, bad judgment," but support of the entire southern delega- the coast and inland tribes are gathadmitted he might hesitate to commit tion, while Colorado counts upon the ering before Alhucemas, an Island be- to Spain. They are preparhim to an asylum.
Western states. San Francisco has longing
Inotnr an nttnnk
Tho Mnnrs at.
of
the
vote
the
solid
of
of
Case.
hopes
landing
Clear Statement
course of
a
in
blockhouse
tacked
White. Plains, N. Y., Aug. 3. Jus- Pacific states and a sprinkling from the
were rebut
last
night,
and
St.
C.
Louis
tice Mills, questioning Dr. Amos
East, while Chicago,
.
;
pulsed.
,!
camBarker, obtained the clearest state- Rochester are making
ment yet. expressed regarding Thaw's paigns.
R. Insinger, chairman of the board FUNERAL OF GENERAL
sanity. The witness said he did not
consider the opportunities for exami- of control, will open the sessions at
JOHN P. VICTORY
nation sufficient to form a satisfac- 10 o'clock the morning, of August 9
denevertheless
conclusion
but
tory
Barstow,
by introducing President
clared iis belief that the prisoner is after which the Spokane Choral So- Mass at the Cathedral and Interment
In National Cemetery Tomorrow
now insane and his release would be ciety, 250 voices, under the direction
Forenoon.
a menace to public safety. Mr. Je- of Karl Riedelberger, will sing the
Thaw who evi- Irrigation Ode. Governor Hay and
rome then
The remains of General John P.
dently was nervous and questioned Mayor Pratt will then deliver brief
will be laid to their last restVictory
him about "romantic" letters to his addresses of welcome, the responses
in the National Cemetery toing
place
wife.
being by Mr. Barstow and others. Fol- morrow forenoon.
Carleton Post,
lowing the reading of a message from Grand Army of the Republic, will acCHARLES H. MOYER
President Taft. the various commit- company the funeral from the VicUNANIMOUSLY
tees will.be appointed and the execu- tory residence on Garcia street, to
tive committee will make its report. the Cathedral, where mass will be
Denver, Colo., Aug. 3. Charles H. Among the speakers on the afternoon celebrated at 9:00 a. m. From the
Cathedral the procession will wend
Moyer was unanimously elected presi- program are the following:
Dr. George C. Pardee,
Oakland, Its way to the National
dent pf the Western Federation of
Cemetery
former governor of California; F. H. where the Old Soldiers will read their
Miners today
Newell, director United States recla- beautiful ritual and pay the last honmation service; Joseph M. Carey. ors to the deceased who was well beCheyenne, Wyo., author of Carey Act; loved by them, for the kindly interDr. E. A. Bryan, president Washing- est he always took in their welfare
ton state college; General Ben J. and at all times serving them gra- and any
Vilijoen, La Mesa, N. M. There will tuitously in his professional
a public reception at Masonic other capacity. He had been hon- ASSERT ITSELF be
ored by them by being elected comTemple in the evening.
mander of the Department of the
10.
Gifford
mornins.
August
United States forester; R. E. Grand Army of the Republic and was
Campbell, forestry department. Can- a familiar figure at most of their gathada; George S. Long, Tacoma; F. W. erings. One of his last, it not the
Mulkey and E. T. Allen. Portland, last injunction to Mrs. Victory was:
e Kina to me widows of the Old
Ore.; N. Kaumanns. imperial German
Soldiers." His wish was to be buried
attache.
Afternoon
agricultural
John Barret, director of international aniong them and one of his hopes
bureau of South American republics; to be with" them in spirit on Mem-Dr- .
W. J. McGee, Washington, D. C.;iorlal Dav- Mrs. C. J. Crandall will
N. Teal, joint conservation commit- - jhave a conveyance at the Cathedral
BUST J.
UNVEILING
tomorrow for such members of the
tee, Portland Ore.;. Alex McPherson,
IJPJILL
of the American
M.
N.
Idaho;
Boise,
Harris, Chicago; Daughters
as
desire
to accompany the
Samuel Hill, president,!"0"
to
eral
the
The announce-ciatloAsS0J
Cemetery.
Fair Share in Administration
Good
State
Roads
s death
of
neW
Victory
and Samuel Lancaster, hign-- , ment,
of National Affairs
sorrow in the
genuine
expert, Seattle,
a the
Demanded.
kl"? ?ee?8
States mfu ty an?
M, morning-Uni- ted
lnS
Senator Francis C. Newlands. Ne- .fnhis uthf
knew him.. He was of a
Howard
Elliott,
president .sensitive, genUe, generous
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 3. At the un- vada;
Vv
dispos tion
veiling pf the bust of James J. Hill Northern Pacific Railway Company; thaJ. en(jeared him to his intimat s
at the exposition
today, Governoi Liberty'Hyde Bailey director New He 8t00lhi h ,n h, profe8slon and
John Johnson of Minnesota, said in York state college of agriculture ;.:D. at the Ume of fcl death.was
vlce
part:'" "It i is time the West threw C. Henny, consulting engineer United presIdeT1t of the New Mexico Bar
reclamation Bervlce; Frederick socjat(on
off the shackles of the East. I preach
no sectional division or strife, but H. Grlswold, Chicago; Congressman, The four chUdren of hla flrgt m&
the West should arise in it might and Miles Pointdexter, Washington. After-- I r,age followed their mother to the
hard
A. Ballinger. .secretary grave The
claim that fair share of influence in
sympathy of the commun-o- f
the. interior; F. R. Gooding, former Uy goeg out to
the balls of Congress and in the adwidow and the
ministration of national affairs to governor of Idaho; Clarence Johnston, only goni
0 Btood by the deceased
which we are entitled by every law state engineer of Wyoming; Samuel .during the many days of his painful
of common sense and political
"' --"i illness that finally was relieved by
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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thing in readiness for tho 17th sessions of the National Irrigation Congress in Spokane, August 9 to 14,
when experts will discuss problems of
reclaiming arid and swamp lands,
forestry, deep waterways, goods roads,
and the conservation of
resources.
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The Big mom

y

The fiuccess of one

AND

K

BROTHERS.

on Sunday.
Will Be Wedded Tomorrow Juan
C. Baca and Miss Margarita Ortiz of
Las Vegas will be married tomorrow
in the eMadow City.
Betrothal Announced The bethroth-a- l
of Clarence Bowman of Ocate, Mora
county, and Miss Newman of Pueblo,
Colorado, la announced.
License Irma
Granted Marriage
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
Mary Gurkowitz, aged 23, and John
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
Schaefer, aged 25( were granted a mar
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
j
yester-at
Albuquerque
riage license
SCALDS, ETZ.,
I
.
day.
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
Jewelry George
Selling Phoney
: "I use Ballard' s Snow
writes
Clarke, who was selling phoney jewLiniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
elry at Albuquerque at 2,000 per cent
It relieves burns andecalds.'
profit, was sentenced to twenty daysi
Jail.
In
25c, 50c and $1.00
Beets
Something
Sugar
Shipping
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
like a thousand tons of sugar beets'
this
to
Colorado
'
be
points
will
shipped
ST. liOUIS, MO.,
uranae
rrom
neai
tne
vuney
uio
year
Albuquerque.
Sold and Recommended by
Will Cut Out Parade At a meetIt
at
unions
FISCHER DRUQ COMPANY
of
labor
Albuquerque,
ing
was decided to drop the annual labor
parade on September 6 and to hold What aDneared to be an attempt to
a picnic and dance Instead.
hold-uan electric car at Las Vegas
Violating Game Laws According to
on
Saturday night by three men, was
the Las .Vegas Optic several persons
frustrated
by Epifanio Gallegos ana
alwer out hunting doves on 'Sunday,
his Winchester. As soon as Gallegos
though they had not armed themli-- ,
opened fire the three men took to the
selves with a necessary hunting
woods, or rather to the Santa Fe ran
cense.
road vards. A few minutes before
New Elks Lodge at Tucumcari On
three men in
this attempted hold-up- ,
Saturday evening of last week, Lodge the act
of entering the back door of
No. 1172, B. P. O. E., was instituted
of Mrs. C. L. Mann Bailey,
at Tucumcari, Quay county. The residence
were
frightened away.
lodge intends to erect a fine club
house.
About the1
Cantaloupes
Shipping
Woman Will Be Interested
middle of the month, the Rio Grande Every
com-i
If you will send your name and advalley around Albuquerque will
mence shipping cantaloupes. The fir6t dress we will mail you FREE a packcar load is booked for Pittsburg, Penn- age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
.
a certain, pleasant herb cure
sylvania.
Rev, for Women's Ills. It is a reliable regCalled to San Francisco
If you have
Fletcher Cook, rector of Trinity ulator and never-failinchurch, Albuquerque, has accepted a' pains in the back, Urinary, Bladder
call to Trinity church, San Francisco,! or Kidney trouble, use this pleasant
the oldest and largest Episcopal union of aromatic herbs, roota and
leaves. All Druggists sell it, 50 cents,
church in California.
Officers Resign D. A. or address The Mother Gray Co., Le
Porterfleld has resigned as president; Roy, N. Y.
'
M. E. Hickey as treasurer, and Judge
"
Uoxtooa.
tur
ta Now
Subsorib
E. At Mann as member of the execii;

Why siltfer with

the largest
P1H1.V
tO
lothlnprof the
celebrated HART
HOHKFNKK &
MARX Olothes in

BALLARD'S SNOW

Also

LINIMENT

nothing liken In
boys and children's.is
This Department
lust as well organized as Uncle Sam's
Navy. One Habor-das-as
ery such
Men's hats, ishirts.
wear and
under
neckwear complete
of all the latest de-

WILL CURE

h

trust

SELIGMAM

ter of Lucio Duran died at Las Vegas

y

We

we

shall have the pleasure of serving you
when ever you are
Remember
ready.
our prices
that
equal to the eastern
market. We do the
thinking for your
benefit

.

'

n

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS."
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10a

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

store

In

Santa Fe.

Anti-Saloo-

3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

.ommiuoo oc ... the
League of New Mexico.

-

Anti-saloo-

FOR

P 0 Box 219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
IN THE

HOUSE

CITY.

fTRY OUR Ground

Alfa leal
Also Good fof Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
ir, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grata, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE
PAINTING &
REPAIRING

&,

SIGN PAINTER

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS

FURNITURE

110 Guadalupe
St.

ALL KINDS & STYLES
.

n

Fell Down the Cellar Steps Mrs. A,
at Las Vegas, with an infant
child in her arms,, fell down a cellar
stairway and in protecting the child
broke her wrist, cut her forehead and
sustained a number of bruises. The
child was unhurt.
Road
Charged With Neglecting
Marcelino Martinez presented a peti?
tion to the board of county commissioners of San Miguel county charging
Road Supervisor Juan F. Kavanaugh
of District No. 1, with neglecting repairs on the public road near Las
M. Adler

Flour

Corn Aleal

Man-uelita- s.

WE CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

I

n

ii-- r

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
6

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

I

!

Vm. FARAfJ

Incorporated 1903

The Infant daugh-

Death of Infant

We must be up
the hour in styleshow, If we misDreseut we drift
away from you and
away irom us.

signs.

j

I pretend, when ends the day:
Lone I watch far hearth-light- s
shine
I pretend your hand holds mine.
The Cavalier.

KIGHT.to

New Mexico.

Established 1856.

PRETEND AS CHILDREN PLAY.
(By Flournoy Stevens.)
I pretend, as children play:
When my toll is dark with fear,
I pretend that you are near.

business depends
upon tbe confidence
that buyers have In
ua and In our methods there must be
good will and mutual friendliness
between us. Prices
must be lower than
elsewhere. But
quality too must be
Y

nmiv onniin im
uhili nuunu ur.

I

GOOD WILL

rlstht,

I

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1909.

Co.

Telephone No.

40

9

CALL AflD SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco--rat-

ed

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz mmzmiR
JEWELER

UR entire country

II

1

I

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
P. J, CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-

stipation.

waking up to tne fact
that nothing else is as conducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the

Xr,

house.

families

PHONE NO 218

Most progressive

are adding it to

their homes.

MM

&

Ike Majestic Range
gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water for both
bath and tfcien.
FOE SME

WOOD-DAVI-

Phone

C

No 14

CO.

,

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

HARMACY

is

p

8

China,

Selling His Wool Crop Hon. E. A.
Miera of Cuba, Sandoval county, arrived in Albuquerque today with forty
wagons filled with wool, the total
like
90,000
something
weighing
pounds, part of which has been sold
while the remainder will be on the
market at Albuquerque.
Elected Assistant Professor of Engineering The'board of regents of the
University of New Mexico has elected
Professor Walter Allen to be assistant instructor in engineering and"
elected Rev. Fletcher Cook, secretary
and treasurer of the board, not knowing at the time that, he had resigned
as a regent.
at Las Vegas
Attempted Hold-U-

Semites Ta ciiin

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Hade

ZQQIC'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1909.,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA' FE, N. M.

NOTICE.

NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.

.Department of Territorial Engineer,
First publication July 20, 1909.
Santa Fe People Should Learn to
Last publication August 10, 1909.
Detect the Approach of Kidney
Santa Fe, N. M., July 14, 1909.
Disease.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
The symptoms of kidney trouble are
13th day of July 1909, in accordance so unmistakable that they leave no
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of ground for doubt. Sick kidneys ex1907, Malaquias Martinez and P. N. crete a thick, cloudy, offensive urine,
Black, of Taos, County of Taos, Terri- full of sediment, irregular of passage
tory of New Mexico, made application or attended by a sensation of scaldto the Territorial Engineer of New ing. The back aches constantly, headMexico for a permit to appropriate aches and dizzy spells may occur
from the public waters of the
and the victim is often weighed down
torv of New Mexico.
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
Such appropriation is to be made Neglect these warnings and there is
;from Rio Lucero at points N. 73 30' danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
E 3350 feet from 9 mi. W. C. stone E. or diabetes. Any one of these sympBdg. A. Martinez grant by means of toms is warning enough to begin
diversion and 20 cubic feet per second treating the kidneys at once. Delay
Is to be conveyed to point S 30" W. often proves fatal.
255 feet dist. 9 mi. W. C. Stone E. ' You can use no better remedy than
Bdg. A. Martinez grant by means of Doan's Kidney Pills.
Here's Santa
pipe line and there used for power, Fe proof:
water being returned to river at
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe
point of use.
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
All persons who may oppose the can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills,
granting of the above application as they have been used by myself
must file their objections, substant- and other members of m yfamily with
iated by affidavits (properly backed) splendid results. The value of Doan's
with the Territorial Engineer on or Kidney Pills for relieving pain in
before four weeks from date of last the back and other kidney difficul; publication hereof.
ties has been thoroughly proven to
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
me. I take pleasure in making the
Territorial Engineer, merit of this remedy known to other
kidney sufferers."
If you want anything on
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
try
New Mexican want "ad."
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
'
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

FOUR HUNDRED
AND SEVENTEENTH
Co

Anniversary of the Departure of
lumbus on His Great Voyage

PAGE THREBL

west 20 leagues. The crew of the Nina
stated that they had seen a Grajao
,
and a tropic bird or
which birds never go farther than 25
water-wagtail-

leagues from land.

"Saturday, September 15. Sailed
west 27 leagues and more. In the beginning of the night saw a remarkable
bolt of fire fall into the sea at the distance of four or five leagues.
Sailed
"Sunday, September 1C.
west 39 leagues, reckoned ouly 3G.
Here they began to meet large patches
of weeds very green, which appeared
to have been recently washed away
from the land; they were in fact, at
this time in the neighborhood
of a
schoal, which was afterwards

of Discovery.

New Mexico Military Institute

I

The

L

II

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

Wert Point of the Southwstt
Officers
Detailed by War Department.
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but

Washington Irving In his "Life of
Columbus" says
"About half a league from the lit
tie reaport of Palos in Andalusia,
there stood and still stands an ancient
Convent of Franciscan Friars dedi
cated to Santa Maria de Kablda. One
day a stranger on foot, in humble
guise, but of a distinguished air, acIttie rain or snow during session.
,V
companied by a small boy, stopped at
Eleven Offlcers.and Instructors, all gradu
the gate of the Convent and asked the
ates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
porter for a little bread and water.
'Monday, September 17. Steered
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
While receiving this humble refreshwest and sailed above 50 leugues. Saw
and modern ir all respects.
ment the Prior of the Convent, Juan
a great deal of
it came
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
Perez de Marchena
(a name that from the west and met it very fre
G,
Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
ought to be dear to every good AmeriWere of the opinion that
quently.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
can) happening to pass by, was struck land was near. The
pilots took the
A Fllyan
with the appearance of the Btranger,
sun's amplitude and found the needles
For particulars and Illustrated catalogne
entered into conversation- with him had varied to the northwest a whole
and soon learned the particulars of
address.
tne seamen
point of the compass;
his story. The stranger was Colum- were
COL. IAS. W. WILWON,
terrified. The admiral discoverbus. He was on his way to the sea ed ihe caiihse and
Superintendent
to
them
ordered
coast. When the prior found that the take tiie
afplitude next morning, the
voyager was on the point of abandon- needles were found true. At dawn
ing Spain to seek patronage at the saw many more weeds, and among
court of France, and that so important them a live crab., which was
Kept. The
ou cuuhjmuu WU8 auuUt iu UB '"
MEXICO
OF
admiral here says that the signs were
to Spain, the patriotism of the good from
hmitt7hnt
I
'where
the west,
high
prior took the alarm. He detained Co- God in whose hand is all victory, will
lumbus as his Kuest." It so happened
speedily direct us to land.' This
providentially that the prior had been morning saw a white bird called a
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
the confessor of the great Isabella the
which does not sleep at
Catholic, and he posted immediately sea.
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
for the city of Santa Fe where the
It la an admitted fact thai real es queen then was, and the result of his
"Tuesday, September 18. This day
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructtate, financial men and merchants all earnest pleading with her was the Martin Alonzo, in the Pinta, which
ors, especially educated and trained for their respeclay that quickest and best remiltsare fitting out of the little caravels, for vas a swift sailer, ran ahead of the
the New the
obtained by advertlrinf
informed
the
he
other
vessels,
having
tive departments .Gits students are yearly increasing
mighty voyage at her own expense.
Mexican,
The following are extracts from the admiral that he had seen great flocks
in numbers.
of birds towards the west, and he expersonal log of the great commander,
A Faithful Friend.
for
to
reach
that
land;
pected
night
which, after having been lost sight
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic, of for
this reason he kept on ahead of the!
College of Letters and
many years, were found in the
mass
A
of
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since archives of the Duke
dark, heavy
great
Sciences, Engineering,
del Infantado by others.
it was first introduced to the public In Don Martin Fernandez de Navarrete. clouds appeared in the north, which
Education,
Preparatory
land.
1872, and have never found one in
Passing over the difficulties encounter- is a sign of being near
Commercial.
stance where a cure was not speedily ed
"Wednesday,
September 19. This
by Columbus In preparing for the
effected by its use. I have been a
great voyage, I give the following from day a pelican came on board, and in
for
commercial traveler
eighteen his own hand:
the evening another; these birds are
years, and never start out on a trip
"Friday, August 3, 1492. Set sail not accustomed to go 20 leagues from
without this, my faithful friends," says
from the bar of Saltes at 8 o'clock, land.
H. S. Nichols of Oakland, Ind. Ter.
at reasonable rates
and proceeded with a strong breeze
"Thursday, September 20. Made
When a man has used a remedy for
Two
Address
President W. G. TIGHT,
or
seven
progress.
leagues'
eight
till sunset, sixty' miles or fifteen
thirty-fivyears he knows its value
afteron
and
board
came
pelicans
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
and is competent to speak of it For leagues south, afterwards southwest wards another. Saw
large quantities
and south by west which Is in the di
sale bv all druggists.
of weeds today, caught a grajao; it
rection of the Canaries.
4.
Steered day was a river, and not a marine bird,
"Saturday August
with feet like a gull. Towards night
and night more than 40 leagues.
or three birds came to the ship,
two
"Sunday August 5. Sailed 'day and
singing;
40
more
they disappeared before sun
than
night
leagues.
"Monday August 6. The rudder of rise.
the Pinta became loose, being broken
"Friday, September, 21. In the
or unshipped. It was believed that morning found such quantities of
this happened by the contrivance of weeds that the ocean seemed covered
with them. Saw a whale, an indication
Gomez Rascon and Christopher
Fe, New Mexico
who were on board the ca'raval, of land as they always keep near
"
the coast.
because they disliked the voyage.
TO
Head
22.
"Saturday, September
CHRISTIAN
"Tuesday. .August 7. The Pinta's
DLVf
ruaaer DroKe loose, ucvu.
wind, which the admiral says !was
n mo for mv crew
made for; the Island of Lanzarote, one veij. "V"
of the Canaries. Sailed day and night had grown much alarmed, dreading
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
'
that they never should meet in these Save
25 leagues.
Money and Inconvenience by Purcnasub -- -. ...
a fair wind to return to
"Wednesday, August 8. There were seas with
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
divers opinions among the pilots of Spain.'
23. Weeds in
September
"Sunday,
situtrue
vessels
as
to
their
the
three
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
&
with crabs among them.
ation, and it was found that the Admir- abundance,
mur
sailors
the
smooth
Academic and Preparatory Courses
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
al Columbus was correct. His object The sea being
had got into
was to reach the island of Grand mured, saying, that they
form Separate - Departments
and all Foreign Countries.
smooth water where it would never
Canary and leave there the Pinta, she
Send for Prospectus
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
them back to Spain.
being leaky, besides having her rud carry
-.
Monday, September 24. continued
Studies will be resumed September 1st.
der out of order and take another ves
course west, sailed 14 leagues and a
sel, if one could be had. They were
BROTHER HERMES. President
a pelican came to
unable to reach the island that day. half, reckoned 12;
saw
many pardelas,
and
the ship
they
"Thursday, August 9. The admiral
of
a
size
the
pigeon.
about
birds
did not succeed in reaching the island
25. Very calm,
September
"Tuesday,
of Gomera till Sunday night. Martin
wind rose, tontinuea
Alonzo Pinzon, captain of the Pinta, re- afterwards the
At sunset Marwest
till
course
night.
mained at Grand Canary by command
with
out
great joy
called
of the admiral, he being unable to keep tin Alonzo
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalln Hot Springs in the
saw land, and demanded a
he
that
The
vessels
in
the other
company.
for his intelligence. The ad
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters admiral afterwards returned to Grand
..the
been
tested
has
on his knees and rethoroughly
by
miles west
re- miral says he fell
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the Canary, and there with much labor
and Martin
to
God,
thanks
PINE RIGS. RELIABLE HOUSES. SINGLE
the Pinta, being assisted by turned
"Of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
crew repeated tne
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- paired
his
Alonzo
with
Martin Alonzo and the others; finally
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.
as did the
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
saw a 'Gloria in excelsis Deo,'
to
Gomera.
sailed
They
Rio
they
Denver
and
on
the
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
But they were
crew of the admiral.
Jrande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, ' Scrofula, great eruption of flames from the all doomed to bitter disappointment.
which is a lofty
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com- Peak of Teneriffe;
"The 27, 28, 29 and 30 of September
which before
The
mountain.
Pinta.
waters
is
these
of
The temperture
plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
and
the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of October
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are lng $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50 had carried latlne sails, they altered
without anything of import
passed
returnand
her
made
rigged,
square
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right
ance taking place.
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train ed to Gomera. Sunday, September 2nd,
7. At sunrise,the
October
'Sunday,
repaired. The admiral
ahead on acjr ear round. There ifl now a commod- upon request This resort is attrac- with the Pinta
re- Nina, which had kept
was
he
assured
many
inthat
by
says,
ious hotel for the convenience of
tive at all seasons and is open all
count of her swiftness, while all the
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter, Passengers for Ojo Calient
spectable inhabitants of the island of vessels were
striving to outdo one
drom consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and Ferro, who were at Gomera, that they
another, and gain the reward promiscontagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the every year saw land to the west of ed by the queen and king, by first dis'fhese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars the Canaries. 'Many searches were
hoisted a flag at her
made for said island without success.' covering land,
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
fired a lombarda, as
and
mast
head,
Having taken in wood, water, meat a
land.
signal that she had discovered
and other provisions, the admiral took
of the land
nothing
Towards
evening
his final departure from Gomera with
could be seen.
Ojo Call
County. N M the three vessels on Thursday, Sep- mentioned
"Mondav. Oct. 8th. Steered W. S.
tember 6th.
W. and sailed 11 or 12 leagues. Found
"Friday, September 8. At 3 p. m the sea like the river at Seville.
627 San Francisco Street
the wind rose from the northeast, "Thanks be to God," says the admiral
steered west, encountered a strong The weeds
appeared very fresh.
head sea. which Impeded progress.
Many laud birds were seen.
Sailed day and night nine leagues.
OF
"Wednesday Oct 10th. The men
"Sunday, September 9. Sailed this lost all Datience. and complained of
neii&nD
iDfllan
day 19 leagues, and determined to the length of the voyage, but the adAGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC
count less than the true number, that miral
encouraged them in the best
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opal,
the crew might not be dismayed if the manner he could, representing the
Turquo,lse, Garnets and Other Gems.
In the
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
voyag should prove long.
profits they were about to acquire,
OUR MOTTO: To Hive the Best of Everything In Our Line.
night sailed 30 leagues. The sailors and adding that it was to no purpose
to
vessels
steered foadly, causing the
to comnlaln. having come so far,
A school whoseVaim is to prepare young men-anwomen
fall to leeward toward the northeast, they had nothing to do but continue
which the admiraf reprimanded on to the Indies, till with the help
r(J for practical life under Modern conditions. Complete for
them repeatedly.
of God they should arrive there.
X 11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
"Monday, September 10. This day
"Thursday, Oct. 11th. The crew
60 leagues. Reckon- of the Pinta saw a cane, a log; they
sailed
and
night
O'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Ecoed only 48 leagues, that the men might also picked up a stick which appearnot
be terrified if they, should be long ed to have been carved with an iron
nomics, Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricultool. The crew of the Nina saw other
upon the voyage.
of the anest
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
"Tuesday, September 11. Steered signs of land and a stalk loaded with
sunset steered
welt, sailed about 20 leagues; saw a roseberries.
After
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities large fragment of the mast of a ves- their
original course W, till two hours
ALL OF THE VERY
could
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
120
but
of
tons,
after midnight, and as the Pinta was
sel, apparently
for self support.
AND DESIGNS
PATTERNS
not pick it up. In the night sailed the swiftest sailer, and kept ahead
LATEST AND NEWEST
16
discovered
land
for
20
of the Admiral, she
For Catalogue and further information, address the President!)
leagues and reckoned only
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
and made the signal which had been
the cause above stated.
v
"Wednesday, September 12. Sailed ordered. The land was first dlscov
CO.
day and night 33 leagues, and reck- ered by a sailor named Rodrigo de
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY
"-"oned less.
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
rock-wee-

-
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

The report of Game and Fish
Warden Thomas P. Gable who made
personal investigation of alleged violations of the law in Taos county, that
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
every one is disposed to observe the
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
game and fish protective laws, except
Editor and President.
.
the Pueblo Indians, is quite natural,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
considering that it has been the policy
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
of the government to coddle the Indian
him with the idea that he
$2.75 and impress
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, Bix montis, by mail
is not subject to territorial or state
.20
$
carrier
week
by
Daily per
2 Q0 laws. In New
Mexico, this policy has
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 been detrimental in many respects. It
six months
Weekly,
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
75 has prevented development where de7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
velopment would have occurred first,
for the Indians have been given the
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
best lands and are practically preventThe New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to ed from disposing of these lands to
worth. It is
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation men who would prove their
are
Pueblos
the
held
that
citizens,
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
with all the rights and privileges of
citizenship, yet, they escape taxation
and seek immunities that are not grant- ed other citizens. Why not permit the
Pueblo Indian to be a man amone men?
THE REAL SOURCE OF PROS-- ! existence of a large merchant fleet ;H ls absolutely1 able to take care of
as a training school for its .seamen. hilgsel. has been given a ricn herit.
PERITY.
has recently been well illustrated age- iu land3 and free schooling and
This
the
Is
no doubt that
protecThere
achievements of the Spanish and, th(,iefore n,,,,) a distinct vantage
in
the
tive tariff, and the security of the namore
still, the Russian navy. point in the struggle for existence
recently
tion guaranteed by the Republican
and
torpedo boats do not without the coddling care of the federBattleships
are
In
responsible
power,
party being
'
a
make
navy Any wealthy nation can al government.
for the Increasing prosperity of the nathem, but a national aptitude
purchase
without
tion to. a treat extent; that
is not so easily purchased.
sea
for
th
l
want
an
would
be
poverty
Of course, many a flaw is now being
them there
and hard times. But there is another Its acquisition usually results only found by the lawyers and the public
factor in the national prosperity, that from a faithful apprenticeship upon in the laws passed by the legislative
commerce."
is essential and that is bountiful crops. the carriers of
assembly this spring. Not only flaws,
A crop failure, too, would nullify prosbut also an occasional joker. But
THE REFERENDUM IN MAINE.
taken as a whole and considering the
perity, would mean want. These three
go together; protection for industry,
New Engend- haste with which they were passed,
That the
bountiful crops and stability of govhe of the state of the additions to the statutes are beneernment guaranteed by the very fact er, especially
ficial in most instances and harmless
that the Republican party is in power Maine, Is giving way to
in others. There is also difference of
Speaking of the essential factor of political ideas is indicated by the fact opinion on such legislation as that progood crops, the Youths' Companion that Maine will for the first time in vided for the making of ipublic imsays:
its existence try the referendum. Tn provements. Raton has taken advant"There is every indication that the fact, the first Eastern state to do this. age of the law and will be divided into
harvest this year will surpass, both m
improvement districts, while in
This would be surprising, were it not
the law is interpreted as a hindquantity and in value, the crop yield
for the fact, that the old New Eng- rance to the making of public imof any other year for a decade.
This much is certain,
"Of ten of the principal crops, all land town meeting was not so far provements.
but two rice and cotton show an in- removed from the referendum, only however, it is bad policy to defer the
creased acreage since last year. Those that the small population of the early passage of laws to the last days of the
session and the chief executive should
two show a decline, slight as regards
cot- days did not impose the difficulties be given power in some manner to
as
considerable
but
regards
rice,
ton. Considering the states geograph- of the large and more mixed popu- compel action on all bills within a
of
lation
certain time after their introduction
fortoday.
is
least
ically, the Southern group
Under the lately adopted amendment and on the general appropriation bill
tunate this year; for not only is there
a decrease acreage of cotton, the prin- of the constitution of Maine, providing during the first half of the session.
cipal crop of the section, but the conA revenue of almost $30,000 a. year
ditions are slightly below the average. tive enactment, three measures, passed
"In the Northern and Western Cen- by the legislature of that state last accrues to the Territory through the
tral states, on the other hand, the con- winter, will now be submitted to the operation of the department of insuralmost one
ditions are so much better than last people. In each case there were the ance. Only yesterday,
year, and, indeed, so much better than necessary ten thousand petitioners half of this fund was distributed into
the average for ten years, that the ag- within three month? after the adjourn- channels where it will be of the most
gregate for the whole country is there ment of the legislature. Two of the benefit to the people, that is among the
matters upon which the whole state fire companies of the incorporated
by raised above the average.
and
both
now vote are purely local in char- towns and cities. It is one of the benwinter
will
spring
"Corn,
wheat, oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, rice, acter one being the proposed divis- efits of incorporation to have been included in the law which regulates the
hay, pasturage, potatoes, sweet pota- ion of York and the other the
toes, tobacco, peaches and grapes were Portland bridge bill and the third is distribution of this fund. The New
all in better condition on July 1st than a bill which declares intoxicating, Mexican can not quite fathom why Alat the corresponding period last year, within the meaning of the law, all buquerque receives $2,250 under the
and better than they usually are at drinks with one per cent of alcohol. law, and East Las Vegas only $400,
that time. Apples, however, were dis- As Maine is the first Eastern, state b but it is understood that the classifiedAsso- tinctly below the average, and clover adopt a general initiative and refer- - tion was made by the Firemen's
wuV uicieiore from the
r
just attained the level of the
ln.iu?cHheemtcwkhwiWp7ead firemen's standpoint it is allrlght.
period for which comparisons
interest. Its friends hold that it will Santa Fe receives $1,200 a year from
.matjfjjg wave 0j pr0Sperity(' which is prove a curb to he passage of im- that source and this should mean a
frequently referred to as something proper laws, but others insist that it well equipped department and in the
dependent chiefly upon political condi- will become a general nuisance, anil near future, especially if the county is
tions or industrial developments, or will result in careless and inefficient relieved of its bonded indebtedness, a
the passing of a tariff bill, or the elec- legislation. Thus far the initiative paid fire department.
tion of a president, is really a windrow part of the plan has not been invoked
of garnered crops a wave that starts in Maine.
It is gratifying that the Normal Inin the great agricultural region, and
at Santa Fe is so well attended.
stitute
area, nor
spreads in
assess- In the four weeks that it will be in
the
is
that
It
noteworthy,
ever stops till it has penetrated the
ment returns show that one fourth of session, the teachers should derive insmallest and most remote estuary on
total assessed valuation of the Ter- struction and receive impressions that
the
which the life of the nation has gainis in the three counties of will be transferred to the school room
ritory
ed a foothold. It is not in Wall street
San Miguel and Bernalillo, during the next term and from there
Chaves,
on
the
that prosperity originates, but
of its into the scattered homes of the pupils.
less than
comprising
farms. The prospect this year is for
and still more remarkable that This annual institute should serve as
area,
a good output of it."
the assessed valuation of Chaves coun- a nucleus for the proposed Chautauqua
is greater than that of any other assembly. The teachers of the mission
ty
MORE WORK FOR CONGRESS.
of the Territory, when one schools also have their annual
county
A special session of Congress havimagine that Colfax county with stitute here and this together with the
ing disposed of the tariff for a numall
coal fields, its many irrigation summer session of the School of
its
ber of years to come, the regular sesits extensive ranches and its American Archaeology, would mean an
works,
sion df Congress which convenes in
other
forms of wealth, should be in auspicious start for a Chautauqua
some
devote
should
time
December,
to building up a merchant marine for the lead. The reason may be found movement that many places in which
in Chaves such summer schools, are a success,
the nation. A protective tariff should in the fact that land values
much
are
assessed
county
higher than did not possess. Somehow, Santa Fe
go hand in hand with the policy of
and is abundantly favored in undertaking
in
of
northern
the
counties,
any
Amercian bottoms for American goods
is development along many lines, but it
count
of
cattle
the
that
and
sheep
ocean
in the
carrying trade. Germany, much nearer the true number than in is
also true, that Santa Fe takes less
which is distinctly a protective naThe
of
the
of these opportunities than
other
county
any
Territory.
advantage
tion has learned this Wesson well. Says
town lots alone are assessed would almost any other, town in the
Edwin Maxey in the Forum for fact that
at $1,119,848 in Chaves county should United States".
i
August:
"Not less remarkable than the rise be the subject for thought in Santa
not assessed at
John W. tJorbett, the! "Father" of
of the German military and naval pow- Fe, where they are
Santa Fe tbe Chautauqua Assembly at Moun- that
sum,
although
er within the past half century has
a mucn om- - tainair, Torrance county, in an inter-e- r
been the growth of her merchant ma- ls as large as Kosweii ana
It
is
by comparisons of this,view yesterday in the Albuquerque
city.
rine. Though the former is too well
in the assess- the
that
kind,
inequality
known to need comment, the latter is
citizen, expressed a thought or two
And that snould iimpreSs itself upon the
made
Is
ment
returns
apparent.
no
means sufficiently apprepiated.
by
as-- ;
people. of Santa Fe, whose climatic
The policy of Germany, particularly yet, it is the impression, that the
Chaves
returns
for
sessment
county
and other advantages surpass those of
under her present ruler, has been toor
Mountainalr, but which cannot boast
ward the building up of a great navy. represent only
a3 doea Mountainalr of its freedom
To him, this has seemed so essential of the entire wealth of the county.
"
from "permitted" vice and saloons:
to the highest welfare of his country
"Mountainalr Is an ideal place for
It has been reported to officers of
that he has been willing to sacrifice
anything, except his army, for it. And the New Mexico National Guard that a Chautauqua Assembly and besides
It must be admitted that such a policy two of the men who went to the en- - its location and climatic advantages,
is no mere whim, but is rather a campment at Las Vegas, lost their its boast of morality by reason of the
'
Jiatural consequence of the imperial positions because they heeded the fact that saloons and kindred vices
desires of the German people and of call of patriotism and did their duty as are prohibited by deed, naturally
soldiers. It is difficult for the tracts the attention of Chautauqua
their determination not to take second
place among the nations or tne world. New Mexican to give credence to this people. Governor Curry in his speech
Such ambitions may be unwise, may be report. It seems almost inconceivable the other day commended very highly,
too expensive luxuries, but they are that any employer would punish any! not only the work of the Chautau-o- f
his men for beinz members of the qua, but also the prohibition idea and
nevertheless facts to be reckoned
with. It ls therefore, reasonably sure National Guard. While in these piping his speech was cheered to the echo."
'
that for some time at least Germany days of peace and serenity the nec- - '
s
so
is
Guard
not
will attempt to maintain a
With as many applicants as sixty
essity for a National
apparent, yet, in time of trouble it is for admission to the bar at a single
navy.
. "But among the things made clear the business men, the property owners ' session of the Territorial supreme
by the history of nations is that a and the employers of men who are the court, it Is well that the last legislative
navy cannot be maintained first- to demand protection of their assembly provided for a board of bar
for long without a strong merchant property and their interests. If it is ' examiners who will test the applicants
marine. Nor is it strange that such true, as the officers of the National as to their fitness and inquire into
should be the case, for the taxpayers Guard say, that two men in Santa Fe their character. The position of attor-of a nation will not very long support lost their positions on account of their ney is one of peculiar confidence and
s
the burden of a
navy unless membership and because they went the public should have some guaranty
marine to the encampment, their employers that only men of legal ability and
merchant
they have a large
to give the matter a second questioned character are given a
to be protected by it. Furthermore,
and take back these men into tiflcate which entitles them to prac- an effective navy, and no navy is first'
tice in the New Mexico courts.
service.
their
the
Is
demands
not
It
class If
effective,
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The First National Bank

-

Vice-Preside-

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Secretary-Treasurer-

'

;
;

Attorney-at-La-

Offices.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

New Mexico

Las Cruces

B

.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED

PROFITS-S7S.OO-

E. C. ABBOTT,

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and ; foreign exchange; and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to air parts 'of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money traasnMtlpg. agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum; on !sjx months' of year's
time, Liberal advances made "on con signments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them 8s liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rental The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

.

RENEHAN & DAVIES.v
E. P. Davie,

.

A. B. Renehan,

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
,

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

d
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j

first-clas-
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-
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first-clas-
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PWiCE HOTEL

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

WLLIAM VAUGHN PROP,

New Mexico

One

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law-

of the Best Hotel in the West -

Cuisine and
Table Service

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

Unex

Dirge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico
M. C. MECHEM,
Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Tucumcarl

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,

Jeste

G.

C.

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

J. Roberts,

mumfoes&m t &

a

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.

wmuKi

ii i

libs n

ink c

n.

-
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jsj

mr HOTEL

Attorney
Practices In all the Dintrtnt .rw- - opeciai attention to cases
anri 0before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M. I

Proprietor
'
l

4

-

m

Commodious Sample Room

if....

Long visiance telephone fetation.

GEORGE

-

J. E. LACOME

G. W. PRICHARD,
and Counsellor-at-Law- .

;

BARBER,

.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nevr Mexico

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE BEST,

fRum on theEuropean Plant

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
4

IM CORONADO hotIl

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Texieo

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

CATRON & GORTNER,
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block. ..
;
Santa Fe
New Mexico

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Las Cruces New Mexio
Eastern and local bank references.

G. Lupe

'

HerreraPropa

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

'

one-hal- f

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practio in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

ll

d

flrst-cli?s- s

The'oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established

in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
I A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

-

hard-heade-

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,

j

j

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths. .

ISanta Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro .

?

Santa Fe,

$1.60

THE. HQTEL KIORMANDIE

Draftsman.

R. W. WITTMAN,
'

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND750
v
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL BATES BY THE WEEK
r:

N. M.

J.W.PRESTON, Proprietor.
ieop-ctjis- s
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER Aft

Copies made of official township,
small 'holding, mineral
and grant
field notes,
of
plats. Also, transcripts
and
other
s
public records
grant paper
S.
on file in the U.
Surveyor General's

SANTA!

CCSTiTSCTIOiT

F. N. M.

"EC-IT-

HOTEL

office.

I
OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES

A. WHEELON

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
"JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
What Is Best for Indigestion.
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquin,

On-

PODDIPI

Haek

PADDIAPC PA

& Bum

Un

120 San Francisco St.
Call tip 132 Black for Carriages.

H

YOWT7

DIAMONDS
WATCHFS
tario, has been troubled for years with
indigestion and recommends Cham
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets'
as "the best medicine I ever used." If RIGHT PRICES
T"""
C VfiMRP
troubled with indigestion or constl-RIGHT GOODS
r w
nation give them a tf ial. They are
- Date
certain to prove beneficial. They are RIGHT SERVICE
Method.,
easy to take and pleasant In effect.
I'.'?"
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
Price, 25 cents. Sample free at all
r
846 8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe,, N. M.
druggists.
'"H?'i
1

--

--
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-
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AN OLD MAN'S LESSON

w

an old man today who is dependent on his re
latives, and they don't like the enforced task o
taking care of him. "Had I saved 10 cents a day
during my younger years," sa'.dhe, ' I would have been
independent I might have saved a dollar a day during
all my working career and not stinted myself in the least "
(

Atchison Globe)
Tha above is only one of many reasons why a
SAVINGS ACCOUNT is a good thing both for youth
and old age."

j

j

one with us today and be
independent when OLD.

Start

Dr. J. F. Waffensmith of Espanola,
is a visitor In Santa Fe today.
Colonel W.
Hopewell left Albuquerque last evening for Silver City.
Attorney T. N. Wilkerson of Albuquerque, is a. visitor in the Capital.
Captain and Mrs. E. P. Bujac of
Carlsbad, were visitors in Albuquerque yesterday.
Mrs. Josie Grimshaw of San Francisco, California, is visiting her father, S. B. Grimshaw.
Rafael E. Valdez and family of Ortiz, Colo., arrived in Santa Fe yester- day to visit relatives.
Miss Stella Sloan who has been at-

tending the Mountainair Chautauqua,
returned home last night.
Thomas N. Wilkerson, an Albuquer- que attorney is a visitor in town today stopping at the Claire.
.T. S. Fnrsvth of Wpllimrton.
Kan..
a business visitor in town today.
e is registered at the Faiace.
'

j

!

iUNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

I

FLICK, President

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

W. F. Reed,
mining man from
Benson, Ariz., is In town oh a business
visit. He is stopping at the Palace.
Max Duran and wife of Ortiz, Colo.,
are among the visitors in Santa Fe today They are guests at the Claire.
J. W. Akers who has been visiting
in this city, left yeshis sister-in-laterday on a business trip to Albuquer-quo- .

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN

J.

B. LANIY

See Window Display of

FINE HATS
ALL
REDUCED TO

.

EACH
The house that will SAVE' YOU MONEY

CORNER PLAZA.

1

Dor

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

I

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

Superintendent Clinton J Crandall
of the northern pueblos, was a passenger for Espanola today on official
business.

U

About a Han
Every

Woman living In ren

ted orouei tv Ir nit to
mio a Iioiup of her own.
There me h n nd red
of thlrtrs
she would like to do to n ke lu-g-- i

x forma

i

r

ewn

iiume mom confortnble,
a1 tractive
nd pleasant Nearly
every won nn is a money saver
and she will help? on wonderfully
to pay Tor a borne,

Is

or

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

AND

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

ill

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

No. 10

Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
WP HJVR a11 lines-Bu- We your fishing tackle of a fisher-1U Un.lU man.
carry everything in camp equipage and furniture.

Rent Money

y

Will Do
We will cell yon a very desirable Iron.? on payments, wbleh
our rent money will make
I'on't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET US KX PLAIN
OUR
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MONEY.
G

FIRST

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
anta Fe,

Catron Block

N. M.

1M leal

I

pine-cla-

Reso it

d

Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
S1.50) per day,
$8.00per week, meals SOe
Transportation from Station $1.00.
"

Xufbraaaatioaa.

lpTXtVhmx

MRS.

H- -

Ei BRGMANN

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to

GlNGERAtE

'

:

LEMON SODA
ROOT BEER
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE ,
:

HOso
All drinks are made
from filtered Water
--

the thirsty as something
WILD CHERRY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ

cool and Inviting

8AR8APARRILLA
000A 00LA
-

IRON BREW

TatOa

Mineral

tsats

and have
your orderes delivered -

Telephone No.

88

Santa Fe Bottling Works

HENRY KRICK. Proprietor
Santa Fe, New

Mexico

SunmountSanatorium
AN INSTITUTION

FOR THE TREATMENT

OF

TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a

J,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
t

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies

&

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE 203 BLACK
208 WEST PALAOK AVE,

AT
NORMAL INSTITUTE.

GOOD ATTENDANCE

TEACHERS'

The following teachers have enrolled at the Santa Fe County Normal Institute in session in this city : Misses
Elizabeth Doan, Florence L. Sanford,

Best Flour

Mower

and sprays

and door
screens

SEE US BKPOR"? RtJYIXI FUR ITITft1? OR HOtTSW FrRIHIN33.
JUST A FKW MORS OK TKOSK BAR IAIN H iM Vl JOKS

Come early and
gat your pick
This is how
Monarch MalleaWe Iron

Rallies

are mvie and put'

to-gjth-

wehvethem and

everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

It

lis figure your hentliifr and plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

Jelly Glasses
k Fruit Jars
Our prices cannot be beat any
where for same grade goods
35c D.z.
70cD zo
85c "
85c "
1.00Doz

Smooth 9 ounces jelly Glasses

1

-

.

Also Window

SON 1

Chimayo,

-

half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES,
BOX

who has
made an excellent record as a school
teacher, came in today to attend the
Teachers' Normal Institute. He was
accompanied by J. T. Ortega and Vic
toriano Cruz also of Chimayo. Mr.
Ortiz reports that crops are in splendid condition, an abundance of rain
having fallen within the last few flays.
The first part of September, Mr. Ortiz
will be married to a young lady from
England.
Peter M. A. Lienau, assistant superintendent of insurance, and W. T.
Smith of Jefferson City, Missouri,
have returned from a trip to the top
of. the Lake Peaks which proved most
enjoyable. Leaving the Knox Trail it
is only an hour's climb to the very
pinnacle, almost 13,000 feet high,
from which a superb view is gained
!
both of the Holy Ghost and the Nam- be lakes as well as the upper Pecos.
Some snow was found in sheltered
spots on top of the peak.
"In the journal of the proceedings of
the 12th annual convention of the
American National Live Stock asso
ciation, held at Los Angeles, Calif., in
January of the present year, there appears a cabinet- photograph, and the
speech of Will C. Barnes, inspector of
grazing, and acting assistant forester
of the United States department of
agriculture, formerly of this city, when
he was secretary of the New Mexico
cattle sanitary board. His headquart-- '
ers at present are In Washington, D.
C;" Las Vegas Optic.
L. M. Ortiz of

ol

Hose, nozzles

Fence

MILK

fornia and the West.

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

Lawn

UNION LOCK

Edith Hickox, Rebecca Forney, Frances. Martinez.. Amelia Gutterman,
Gretchen Dixon, Mrs. Juanita A. Sanchez, Messrs. Daniel C. Ortiz, Candido
Ortiz, J. L. Smith, C. F. Miller, Harry
D. Charlton,. Felipe L. Quintana, Jose
Ortiz y Baca, Charles Gboch, Manuel
M. Montoya, Narciso X. Lujan, Clement e P. Ortiz, Frank Ortiz y Baca and
George Dixon of Santa Fe; Mrs. Mary
M. Gurule of Glorieta; Miss Florence
Williams of Venus; Miss Tomasita De
Baca of San Ildefonso; Miss Kather-in- e
O'Connell of Salina, Kansas; L. M.
Ortiz of Chimayo; Antonio J. Tapia
of Pojoaque;
Pedro F. Salazar of
Chamita;' Sixto Garcia of Lamy;
Cruz and Jose Teofllo Ortega
of Chimayo; Antonio J. Romero of
Nambe; Librado C. DeBaca of San
Ildefonso; Mrs. George Dixon of Santo Fe. conductor.

Hi HIE SCO.

Good Hunting and Fishing

Fox

liilHH?

Agents for

HOOVER

hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

lift dene, located among

are sole

San Francisco St.

CKEAM

Manaoer for New Mexico.

A M BERGERE,

SERVED.

All Kinds
We

EO. M. KIN SELL

294

FIRST

COME

1

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.

.FRESH EGGS

Denver Colorado.

vv-

SLs

o

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

-

,

t

W. M. Goldsmith of St. Louis, who
visiting here with his parents, returned last night from a short trip to
the Pecos.
Miss Elsie McDonald, daughter of
D. D. McDonald of Albuquerque, has
gone to the upper Pecos for the rest of
the summer.
John W. Corbett and J. P. Duleavyy
prominent citizens of Mountainair,
Torrance county, are in Santa Fe on
court business.
R. S. Herbert of iLas Vegas, representative of a large packing house,
is in on one of bis regular visits. He
is stopping at the Palace.
Mrs. Edward Spitz and daughter,
Lillian, have returned to Albuquerque
from a three weeks' stay at the Valley
Legal blanks both Vsgllsh and
Ranch on the upper Pecos.
for sale by th New Mei'
Spanish
'
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the
lean Printing company.
Ramon Vigil grant, near Buckman, is
here on one of his regular visits. He
is stopping at the Normandie.
Charles Grand, of Lafayette, Ind., is
a visitor in town today coming to enjoy a vacation and to see the sights.
&
He is quartered at the Claire.
Telephone No 140 Red
Mrs. J. 0. Elledge of Las Vegas,
Mans-Miss
of
and
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Harriett E. Haynes
'
field, Ohio, are In town enjoying the
'
sights. They are quartered at the
'
Claire.
D. M.
&
A. H. dinger, a traveling man from ,
Builders and Contractors
New York, came in on the noon train
today. He is representing a whole-- 1
PLANS & ESTIMATES
sale jewelry house. His stopping place
Furnished on short notice
is the Palace.
.
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
The family of W. H. Goebel yester
to
Santa
day broke camp and returned
Fe. Mrs. Goebel and the children
spent over seven weeks at the camp,
which was located about two miles
above Monument Rock.
This morning at eight o'clock at
Center, Texas, R. N. Strippling of
San Augustine, Texas, president of
THE LEADING
the local firm of Stripling, Burrows
& Co., was joined in wedlock with
Miss Winfrey Leak. The young couple
expect to be in Santa Fe Sunday
and will spend a week here after
which they will make a trip to Cali-

Ull

Order SoJr.iteJ,

Tl

daughter.
Enriqueta DeAguero, Carmen Garcia,
Attorney I,. 0. Fuhen,
and district attorney, is in Santa Fe Antonia Silva, Pilar Ortiz,
Louis
on business before the territorial land Alarid, Agnes Rael, Julia DeAguerro,

Can Furnish Your House in

MaU

Ask I oar Wife

evening at St.
Joseph's Sanitarium at Albuquerque,
to Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Marron, a

board.

INIHAROWARE

EVERYTHING

Phone No. S3

MISS A. MUGLER.

SOUTHEAST

Born on Sunday

-

$5: 00

ALSO Big discount made on all
iny stock of Lace.

.

R. H. HANNA

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

s

V

capital $50,000
OFFICERS

I

CO

SANTA FE, N. M.

.

I

PERSONAL MENU onH

PAGE FIVK

Pint Mason Fruit jars
"
Quarts "
New
Patent
Pints
"
Quarts,'

.

Thin blown table tumblres
Cheaper Glasses

Nickeled
Cuspidor 15c
Good China
Cuspidor 65c

fI mQ

'

ff

1

$1.00
50c.

mLivm.i

U GDIf
01
1 1

I

III,
1 11U

gi

Bread & Cako

Boies 85c te
$1.00

1

Cash Boxes
ilUUllUl with
key 65c
75c&
M.
N.
$i,oo.
SANTA FE,

SANTA FE
'OSS PATENT FLOUR
IS BEST because it

gives the besi results ia
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

Real Estate, Lift & Fire Insurance,
SURETY BONDS,
A

i
If so All out

you interested in a GOOD investment, pajing 10. per cent or
more and at the same time giving life insurance protection;

J"

XLm

itnd mall thgaltaliedj)lmik.
O.O.Watsou&Oo.

Santa

t contaics more Gluten
which is the very life of
the wheat, and which
makes the bread nu tritious

I

and WHOLESOME

vitally impor
tant feature BOSS
e
PATENT FLOUR is
from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the weat.

A'

Fe, N. M.

Please send me particulars regarding your Investment and life insurance
protection.
I WAS BORN..
...i
MY OCCUPATION IS
NAME
ADDRESS

...

rw w iAf
i ww 11
ivnATCriM
119

M.

ui

SANTA FE,

rnnnuniviv
Vwiiirnii i
,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE

RED

189.

enti-relyfre-

Hinco,
E

25.

nHnk
xx
xjliii.

y

raDSl
DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

'v

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

s

i

Jiew tyxico Central Railroad; Time Table
PASS'R

20
22

STATIONS

DAILY

"" '

2,49
4.10
4.49
5.14
5.39

62
61
68
80
105
118

p, in. Of
a. in. 7.35
a. m,11.45

319
1130
1543

p. in.
p. m,
a, m.

220

6.25 p. m.
"
4.22
"
3,17
"
2.36
2.11
"
1.15
"
12.40
"
11.35
a.
m.
11.05

Ar
l.v
"

"

Kstanelii
Willard

i.00

7,013
6,008
6,317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6,086
6,244
6,430

"
10.35
10.00 p, 111.
"
9.00

" Kansas Oltv "
" Ht. LouU "
" UhicagO "
" El Paso
" Los Angeles "
" Mexico Olty "
Ar Roswell Lv

8.00
7.00
1.00

a--

Antonito; M. W.
Goldsmith, St. Louis; J. P. Dunlavy,
John W. Corbett, Mountainair; J. S.
Kan.; R. S.
Forsyth, Wellington,
Eckles, Jr., Albuquerque; W. F. Reed,
Benson, Ariz.; R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas.
Claire.
Charles Grand, Lafayette; Max Duran
and wife, Ortiz. Colo.; W. M. Taylor,
Willard; C. M. Cavenee, Albuquerque;
Mrs. J.. O.
W. G. Horton, La Junta;
Harriet B.
Vegas;
Elledge, Las
Ben
Strickf ad- O.;
Mansfield,
Haynes,
en. Las Vegas.
Normandie.
F. W. Fairold, Denver; E. H. Here- dia, Lumberton; Frank Browning,
Otto; B. S. Phillips, Buckman; George
Cope, Blue Island, 111.
Coronado.
Mrs.
Chama;
Reyes Archuleta,
Romana C. de Chavez, Lincoln; Frank
N. Nettle, Freport, 111.; W. G. Colby,
Santa Fe; H. M. Sawyer, Moriarty;
Fra Ortega, Las Animas; Miguel Sanchez, Los Cuervos.

DAILY

"
"
'
"
" Oiiarvale "
" Torrance' "

"
"
" iU3
" 7'2tf
" 8,00

861
1169
1378

Santa Fe
Kennedy
Stanley
Moriarty
Mclntosli

Lv
Ar
"
"
"
"

d. m. 1.45

41

3.700

a. m.

1063

p.m.

7.s4?

6"00a. in.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance wita the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. "Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.

Si

Ml k

Louis Rocky

Pacific

Comoany.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
De Moines

No. 1,
DAILY
10 00
10 12
10 86

a.m.
a.m.

10
14

10 50
06
20
11 46
12 20
12 46
I 80
8 60
S4 15
4 46
4 66
16 60
6 15

a.
a.
a.
a.

m.

tO
28
81

p.m.
p.m.

48

11
11

a, m.

m

N; "M.

Arr,

oimarronn.m.

iV:

" Nast
" Harlan
" Ute Park

86
89
94

49
46
88
82
29
24
IB
7

Lv.
.""

"
Dedman
"
" Oapullu
"
" Vigil
"
" Thompson
"
"
" Cunningham
OUlton Honse Janotlon
Arr.
ratowtjm
Lv.
"
" OUfton House Junction
"
" Preston
"
" Koehler
" Koehler Jnot.
"
"
" Oolfax
"
" Oerrososo

42
49
58
66
88
77

.. 10 p. m.
7.28 p.m.
7. 46 p. m..

Mlles From

8,

Lv. Ues Moines,

a

p. m.
p. m.
p. m,
p m.
p. m.
p. m.
p, m.

t IO

m

."" Kumaldo,

11
19

m.
m,

8 TA

"

"
"
"

Arr.

0

Ly
Lv.
"
"
"
"
"

7
18
28
20
88
41

No 2
DAILY
5 30
6 15
4 66
4 85
4 26

8
8
2
2

66
80
65

m,
in.
m.
m.
m.
m.
p. m.

p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

p.m.
m

p.
12 25 p m
12 06 p. m.
811 40, a. m.
11 06 a' m.
11 15 a. m.
tlO 15 a. m.
9 48 a. m.
30

JKt.
N. M.

Lv
"

"

60
68
69

"

',"

40 a.
7 26
7 00 ft.
7

Carruth,

,

780
600
602

"

1.15
9.45
6.Q0

h to Jove

Palace.
C. A.'

ALT.

PASS'R

I

The New Mexican can So printing
children, and no home equal to that done in any of the large
can be happy without them, cities. Our solicitor, every piece ot
yet the ordeal through which work we turn out Try our stock
the expectant mother must pass once and you will certainly com
usually is so full of suffering again. We have all the faclltlee (or
and dread that she looks for- turning out every class of work.
one of the best binderies In
ward to the hour with appre
the
West
hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
When the Stomach, Heart or Kidallays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
system for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little ney nerves get weak, then these organs always fail. Don't drug the
suffering, as numbers have TT
Stomach nor stimulate the Herrt or
testified and said, "it is worth I v
Kidneys, That is simply a. makehYl
its weight in cold."
shift. Get a prescription known to
11.00 per bottle of druggists.
Book
of valuable inforruutlon mailed tree.
Druggsts everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. The Restorative is preTHE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
pared expressly for these weak inAtlanta, Ga.
side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

REAP UP

READ DOWN
MILES

m.

.

build them up with Dr. Shoop's Res-

(Continued From Page Three.)

CHICAGO FORESTER
URGES TREE PLANTING

a.m.

m.

Gives Many Arguments Setting Forth

the

Advant-afie-

s.

M., 6; 15 p. m,
. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.,
t Connects with E. P.
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meet! traina at Preaton, N. M.
follows:
C. & S. Paasenger traim arrive and depart from Dei Moinei
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A 3. at Oea Moinei, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., la depot fcr the following polnta In New Mexico: Oeato,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakea.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following polnta In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Beco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy. Black Lakea, Cerro,
Queita, Ranches de Taoa, Red River City, Taoa and Twining.
IV. A. GORJWAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
fi. j, DEDMAN
V- -

Superintendent
N-

-

"Plant a tree!" is the cry of a
pamphlet prepared by Jacob H. Proat,
city forester of Chicago, that will be
n
ready for distribution next week.
This argument for this form of city
decoration, he recites twelve reasons
for the planting of trees by the city
and by property owners individually.
"Trees make a city more beautiful,
healthier, and wealthier, and they are
a source of civic pride" is the summary of these reasons, which will decorate the cover of the booklet.
Eastern cities, he says, are far in
advance of Chicago in street tree
some of them spending from
Gen- Pass- - Agent planting,to
$40,000 a year for their for$10,000
RATON, N, M, estry departments. Denver last year
planted 30,000 trees at the city's ex-

Dres. and Gen Mgr

-

RATON. N. M.

M.

pense.
Twelve Arguments for Trees.
The twelve reasons he puts forward
for his cause follow:
Trees are beautiful in form and col
or, inspiring a constant appreciation
of nature.
Trees enhance the beauty of archi-

VISIT

Paso's

El

Fall Faiir

Fev. let

tecture.
Trees create sentiment, love of country, state, city and home.
Trees have an educational influence
upon citizens of all ages, especially
children.
Trees encourage outdoor life.
Trees purify the air.
Trees cool the air in summer and
radiate warmth in winter.
Trees improve 'climate, conserve
soil, and moisture.
Trees furnish a resting place and
shelter for birds.
Trees increase the value of real es
tate.
Trees protect the pavement from
the heat .of the su
Trees counteract adverse conditions

7th

fce

LOW SUMMER RATES
TO

THE EAST

&

NORTH

Now in effect Via

NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

and Rock Island

E. P. & S. W.

G, P.

A.--

E,

P. & S, W.
El Paso Texas.

Diarrhoea Cured.
"My father has for years been
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried
every means possible to effect a cure,
without avail," writes John H. Zirkle
of Philippi, W. Va. "He say Chamber
Iain's Colic. Choela and Diarrhoea
Remedy advertised in the Philippi Re
publican and decided to try it. The
result is one bottle cured him and he
has not suffered with the disease for
eighteen months. Before taking this
remedy, he was a constant sufferer.
He is now sound and well, and although sixty years old, can do as
much work as a young man." Sold by
all druggists.

SANTA FE
TO

SALT LAKE CITY
AND RETURN ACCOUNT'

G. A. R. Encampment
Via

huh
(

mo

Scenic Line of the World

Summer Tourist Rates

HDL

P

f!
I

WHEN THE CLOCK
HANDS TURN BACK

From The Daly New Mexican of
Auglst 3. 1889.
Conductor Ed Stimmel, formerly on
the branch run here and lately on the
Las Vegas hot springs - oranch, arrived yesterday to resume charge ot
the passenger train between Lamy
and Santa Fe.
Colonel V. S. Shelby and ' Simon
Nusbaum leave tonight on a trip to
Mexico.' They will spend nearly a
month at Santa Rosalia springs, Chihuahua, and then cross over to the
FAIR CROP OF
Pacific coast returning home via the
COTTON IN TEXAS Sonora branch of the Santa Fe.
Mrs. Willard . F. Winner, wife of
Is
Kansas City millionaire philanthe
Labor
of
the
Alarming
Scarcity
Growers and They Are Sending
thropist, and her son, are guests of
Mrs. L. B. Prince.
to Mexico for Pickers.
Miss Amelia Nehber left on Tuesday
for the City of Mexico, where she has
San Antonio, Texas.
Aug. 3.
Though a bumper crop of cotton can- accepted a position as teacher.
Mrs. Arthur Boyle and children,
not be expected from southwest Texas this year, growers are well satis-fle- who have been visiting near Monte
with the present outjpok. The Vista, Colo., have returned to Santa
recent heavy rains have put enough Fe.
moisture In the ground to assure
s
of a bale to an acre
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 mincrop, and that, with the large tracts utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's
put out this year, will be enough to Pink Pain Tablets. The formula is
box. Ask your Doctor
insure prosperity. Already the cot- on the
this formula! Stops
or
about
are
alarmed
ton growers
Druggist
seriously
over the scarcity of labor for the womanly pains, headache, pains anypicking" of their fields and larger where, Write Dr. Shoop, Racine,
migrations than ever will have to Wis., for free trial; to prove value of
come from Mexico to take care of bis Headache, or Pink Pain Tablets.
s
Co.
Sold by
the crop.
.

25-ce-

ce

McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.. & P. A.
SANTA FE. N. M.

"

three-quarter-

points EAST and WEST
train-servi-

i.

d

Every Mile a Picture)
Now in effect to all

For Information regarding rates,
etc. call on or write,
H.

I

Rev. G. William Giboney, D. D., to
Preach the Gospel in Mining and
10
at
Triana, although the admiral
Lumber Camps.
o'clock that evening standing on the
quarter deck saw a light but so small
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 3. Rev. Dr.
a body that he could not affirm it to
be land; calling Pedro Gutierrez, he G. William Giboney, for twelve years
told him he saw a light, and bid him pastor of First Presbyterian church
look that way, which he did and saw of Spokane, has accepted a call with
it. The admiral saw it again once headquarters at Medford, to become
or twice, appearing like the light of a circuit rider in southern Oregon,
a candle moving up and down, which beginning his work early in Septemsome thought an indication of land-- but ber. He will preach the gospel in
the admiral held it for certain mining and lumber camps throughout
that land was near; for which reason, the district, also establish missions
after the seamen had said the "Salve and Sunday schools, and he believes
Regina," which they are accustomed the outdoor, life will improve his
a
to chant after their fashion, the ad- health. Dr. Giboney conducted
at
successful
First
highly
pastorate
to
strict
a
miral directed them
keep
watch upon .the forecastle and look church, where his congregation inout diligently for land, and to .him cluded many prominent families in
who should first discover it he prom-- , Spokane, and his removal from the
ised a silken jacket besides the re city is regretted by thousands whose
ward which the queen and king had acquaintance he made during his stay.
offered which was an annuity of 10,- - Former parishioners, headed by Rev.
000 maravedis.
I may say here that Dr. S. Willis MacFadden, are planning
afterwards the discovery was adjudg- a farewell reception for the middle
ed to Columbus as he was the first to of August, when Dr. Giboney will be
see the light. At 2 o'clock in the presented a complete riding outfit,
and saddle bags.
morning the land was actually dis- including chaps, quirt
The new circuit rider is negotiating
covered, at two leagues distance; they
took in sail and remained under the with a rancher in the Horse Heaven
square-sai- l
lying too, till day, which country, southwest of here, for a pair
was Friday, the 12th of October, of cayuses for cross country riding
when they found themselves near when he takes up his duties in the
a small island, one of the Lucayos, field.
called in the Indian language Guana-hanServed as coffee, the new coffee
And thus after a voyage of 71
days the great man who had con- substitute known to grocers everyferred such blessings on his race was where as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee,
rewarded by completing his glorious will trick evena coffee expert. Not
task: Presently they saw people a "grain of real coffee in it either.
naked and the admiral landed in a Pure healthful toasted grains, malt,
boat which was armed, along with nuts, etc., have been so cleverly
Martin Alonzo, and Vincent Yanez, blended as to give a wonderfully sat
his brother, captain of the Nina. The isfying coffee taste and flavor. And
admiral bore the royal standard and it is "made in a minute," too. No
the two captains each a banner on the tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling. Sold
Co.
Green Cross. Arrived on shore, they by Stripling-Burrow- s
saw trees, very green, many streams
of water. After taking formal posTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
session of the island for his soverConnection made wita Automobile
eigns, many of the natives flocked line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
around and here is exactly what the Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
well at 4 a. m and arrives at Roswell
great admiral says about them.
"As I saw they were very friendly at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
to us, and perceived that they could well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
be much more easily converted to our rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
holy faith, by gentle means than by fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
force, I presented them with some Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
red caps, and strings of beads to Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autowear upon the neck, and many other mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
trifles of small value, wherewith they manager, Automobile Line'.
were very much delighted and beGranulated Sore Eyes Cured.
came wonderfully attached to us." In
order to bring this most interesting
"For twenty years I suffered from
narative within the compass of a a bad case of granulated sore eyes,
newspaper article, I have been very says Martin Boyd, of Henrietta, Ky.
reluctantly compelled to abbreviate "In February, 1903, a gentleman ask
it considerably. Permit me to say in ed me to try Chamberlain's Salve.
conclusion that a perfect replica of bought one box and used about two- the convent of Santa de Rabida, re- thirds of it and my eyes have not
ferred to above, was erected in the given me any trouble since." '" This
grounds of the great Columbia expo- salve is for sale by all druggists.
sition, held in Chicago to celebrate
the four hundredth anniversary of the DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR,
discovery; in the convent was exhib- Office of Indian Affairs. Washington, D. O.
Sealed
proposals for
ited the actual commission given by'
grazing
on the Jlcarrlllaletting
Indian Reserthe great and good Isabella la Cato-lic- privileges
vation, New Mexico, under the permit
system, will be received at the Office of
signed by herself.. Afloat in the the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, WashlakOj there were t eplica's of
the ington 1), C until two o'clock, p, m., on
Monnay, August 80, 1909, and will be Immethree Caravels, the Santa Maria,' the diately
hereafter opened In the presence of
Nina, and the Pinta, which were, I such bldersas may attend. Mays showing
ot the reservation aud all
the
location
think, built and sent over here by necessary information
may be obtained on
to
the Superintendent of the
the Spanish government.
application
Jlcarrllla
Indian
School,
Dulce, New MexA. L. MORRISON.
ico, R. (h VALENTINE. Commissioner.
a,

of city life.

A. N. BROWN

For f ull particulars,
Address

-

,

!

WILL BECOME
CIRCUIT RIDER

FOUR HUNDRED AND
SEVENTTENTH

August time, tells on the nerves
But that spiritless, no ambition feel
ing can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what is known to drug
gists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Res
torative. Wthin 48 hours after begin
ning to use the Restorative, improve
ment will be noticed. Of course, full
health will not immediately return.
The gain, however, will surely follow.
And best, of all, you will realize and
feel your strength and ambition as it
is returning. Outside influence depress first the "Inside nerves" then
the stomach. Heart, and Kidneys
will usually fail. Strengthen and see
how quickly will be yours again. Sold
Co.
by Stripling-Burrow- s

Connect! with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N.

RATON,

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Stripling-Burrow-

torative tablets or liquid and se
how quickly help will come. Sold bj
Co.

s

Stripling-Burrow-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
1. A. F. & A. M.

No.
Reg-ula-

month
at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclav
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend. '
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

14th.

Secretary.,
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. EL,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.

;

i

J.

D. SENA.

DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

Summer TOURIST
TICKETS
Haw Meiico Central Eallroafl
i

IN CONNECTION WITH

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND

4

PACIFIC

Sale June 1st to Sept.,

On

30th 1909.

Returning October 31st

Good
1909.

To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

..

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

" $35.35

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other
points

J. P. L YNG,
City, Freight

&

Passenger Agent

SUMMER
TOURIST RATES
CHICAGO,

KANSAS CITY,

$50.35

$35.35

5T,

San Francisco,

$35,20-$41.9- 0

$45,20 $50.90.

Seattle,
$55.90-$60.9-

0

Going via Los Angeies, San Francisco,
Returning via Portland, Seattle and Denver.

DENVER,

$21.10

COLORADO

SPRINGS,

PUEBLO,

$16.35

$18.15

City of Mexico,
'

LOUIS,

$44.35

Los Angeles,

$60.90

St.Panl,

Pittstargn, Pa

.
"

$52.45

r

communication
first Monday of each

$50.35

$67.30

SANTA FE ALL THE TSAY
Call on, or address

H. S, LUTZ,
Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
City Ticket Office, Catron Block,

Certificate of Comparison.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at nine o'clock, a. m.,
on the seventeenth day of April, A.
D., 1908; Certified copy of the article
of incorporation, and amendment to
articles of Incorporation of the Eminent Household of Columbian Woodmen, Nos. 5436 and 5436 A., and also
that I have compared the following
copy of the same, with the original
thereof now on file, and declare it to

be a correct transcript therefrom
hKd of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe, the Capital, on this' thirtieth day of July, A.
D., 1909.

(Seal)

NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary of New Mexico.

EDWIN F. COARD,
-

Assistant Secretary.

State

of. Georgia,
County of Fulton.
To the Honorable, the Secretary of
State of the State of Georgia.
The petition of W. J. Northern,
Jonathan B. Frost, E. H. Thornton, W,
F. Manry, P. E. Murray, M. D. Clem'
ent A. Evans and Hoke Smith, all of
the city of Atlanta, county of Fulton,
state of Georgia, respectfully shows:

1. That they desire for themselves
their pssociates and successors to be
Incorporated under the laws of Georgia under the name of "The Eminent
Household of Columbian Woodmen."
2. The kind of insurance business
they propose to carry on shall be that
which 1? Incident to a fraternal bene
ficiary order, national and international. The order shall have lnlative and
degree ritualism, fraternal and sacred
obligations, signs and ceremonies, under whith there shall be united only
white people of sound health, good
morals and high character, and may
extend to social as well as beneficiary
members.
an Eminent
3. There shall be
Household, in which shall be vested
the power to regulate the conditions
of membership, to provide plans for
the organization of district lodges and
other subordinate bodies, to adopt
and to proconstitutions and
mote and supervise the general purposes of the order.
shall
4. The Eminent Household
be composed of the officers and advisory board of the order, and of delegates or heralds from the subordinate
bodies, and of such other persons as
the constitution ,nd
may proby-la-

--

by-la-

vide.
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W. J. NORTHERN,
LEE M. JORDAN,
Notary Public, Fulton County, Ga.
Office of Secretary of State,
Atlanta, Ga.
Filed Aug. 24, 1903.
Recorded Aug. 24, 1903.
GOODE PRICE, Clerk.
State of Georgia,
Office of Secretary of State.
WHEREAS, In pursuance of an Act
of the General Assembly of the State
of Georgia, Approved December 18th,

heralds from Household or Royal The Eminent Household of Colum- they will be sent to the dead letter
-bian Woodmen, a corporation created office at Washington:
'
Household.
This is to certify that the above under the General Law, August 24,
Anton, Mr. Daniel.
is an accurate and true copy of the 1903, having petitioned for an amendAustin, Col. A. J.
resolutions effecting change in by- ment of the Charter of said CorporaBarnum, Miss Frances.
laws of the Columbian Woodmen at tion, asking that the words "and adBerton, Mr. U. L.
an adjourned meeting held in their visory board of the order," after the
Bla, Mr. Xottith.
Leave orders for Auto at Postal
in the second line
office, 122 Peachtree St., Atlanta, Ga., word "Officers,1
Bruton, L. D. (3)
Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
Telegraph
of paragraph 4 of the original applion November 11, 1904.
Carrlo, Mrs. Jose.
Witness my signature and the offi- cation for said Charter, be stricken,
Carrier, Mrs. A. O.
FOR SALE Good
upright plana
cial seal of the Eminent Household of and that the words "as honorary
Carsinl, Monsieur L'Abbe J. A.
Furniture company
at
Wagner
nqulre
Columbian Woodmen, this 19th day members without vote, except in case
Cushin, Mr. F. E.
tore.
of an equal division, when the Emiof November, 1904.
Davis, Mrs. Sam.
C. H. BELMONT,
nent Consul, being the presiding off1893, and acts amendatory thereof,
Gardner, Mr. Walker.
FOR SALE Five hundred acres of
W. J. Northern, Jonathan B. Frost,
Eminent Clerk. icer, shall have the power to cast the
Gonzales, Miss Ines
patented
farming land in Estancia
E. H. Thornton, W. F. Manry, P. E. Office of Secretary of State,
deciding vote," be substituted thereGonzales, Mr. Adolfo.
valley at $3.50 per acre. Address A.
for; and asking also that all the
Atlanta, Ga.
Murray, M. D. Clement, A. Evans and
Ciller, Allen D.
Gallegos, Santa Fe, N. M.
words after the word "from," in the
Filed December 15, 1904.
Hoke Smith, all of the City of Atlanta,
Gilmore, Mrs. Minnie.
fourth line of said paragraph 4 of
Coun
Recorded December 15, 1904.
of Fulton, State of Georgia,
Guyer, Mr. Wm. T.
WANTED Salesmen for our specsaid original application, be stricken,
GOODE PRICE,
having filed in the office of Secretary (Seal)
Hall, Milton.
ial offer of 5,000 free post cards. Vest
of State a certain petition' seeking the
Clerk. and the words "Households or RoyHarrison, Miss Bernice.
pocket sarnies. Most profitable side
al Households," be inserted in their
formation of a corporation to be State of Georgia,
Larson, Mr. Lewis M.
line ever offered. II. G. iZmmerman
known as The Eminent Household of
Office of Secretary of State, Atlanta. stead; and having complied with the
Lynch, Mrs. J. W. (2)
& Co., Chicago, 111.
Columbian Woodmen for the purpose To Whom It May Concern Greeting: statutes in such case made and proMcMillen, Mrs.A. B.
of organizing and running an insurThe Eminent Household of Colum.-bla- n vided;
McMillen, Mr. C. H.
Weak women should read my "Book
ance company on the Fraternal, BeneTherefore, the State of Georgia
Wroodmen, a corporation created
MacPherson, J. Gladstone.
No. 4 for Women."
It tells of Dr.
ficiary order, and having complied under the General Law, August 24, hereby amends the Charter of said
Martinez, Miss Crestlna.
Snoop's Night Cure. Tells how these
with the Statutes in such cases made 1903, having petitioned for an amend- The Eminent Household of Columbian
Montagu, P.
soothing, healing, antiseptic supposi
and provided:
ment of the Charter of said Corpora- Woodmen, as prayed for.
Mulhern, T. G. .
tories,
bring quick and certain help.
In witness whereof, these presents
THEREFORE, the State of Geor- tion, asking that the words "and adMurphy, Q, J.
The book Is free. Address Dr. Shoop,
gia hereby grants unto the above visory board of the order" after the have been signed by the Secretary of
Ortiz, Mr. Francisco.
Racine, Wis. For Sale by Stripling- named persons, their successors and word "Officers," in the second line of State of the State of Georgia, and
Ortiz, Julian.
Burrows Co.
Otis, Demeslo.
assigns, full authority by and under paragraph 4 of the original applica- the Great Seal of the state annexed
the said name of The Eminent House- tion for said Charter, be stricken, thereto, at the Capitol, in Atlanta,
Parker, Mr. J. W.
ana wed
Engraved caroa oe
hold of Columbian Woodmen, with and that the words "as honorary mem- this 15th day of December, 1904.
Prescott, Miss Edith.
ding Invitations a specialty at the New
its principal office in Fulton County, bers without vote, except in case of
PHILIP COOK,
Randolph, Miss Mary (due lc.)
Mexican Printing office. An one stand
Georgia, to exercise the powers and an equal division, when the Eminent
Ribera, Senor Don Ramon.
Secretary of State.
ing in need of euch will do well to
privileges of a corporation for the Consul, being the presiding officer, State of Georgia,
Roibal, J. J.
call at thia office and examine
Office of Secretary of State,
purposes above stated, according to shall have the power to cast the deRomero, Sr. Margarito.
plea, style of work and prices.
the terms of their said petition, sub- ciding vote," be substituted therefor;
J, Philip Cook, Secretary of State Romero, Miss Maria.
ject to the provisions of the Constitu- and asking also that all the words of the State of Georgia, do hereby
Rosebury, N. B.
Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
tion of this State, and all the laws, after the word "from" in the fourth certify, that the attached two (2)
Salinas, Disidora.
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
in4
line of said paragraph
rules and regulations governing
of said origi- sheets of typewritten matter contain
Sandoval, Mrs. Juanita.
United States Express Co., Chicago,
surance companies of force at the date nal application, be stricken, and tue a true and correct copy of the CharSertin, Phillip.
writes. "Our General Superintendent,
hereof .this certificate, or that may
words "Households or Royal House- ter of The Eminent Household
of
Sey, Joe.
Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle of
after become of force either by Con- holds," be inserted in their stead; Columbian Woodmen, and of the
Snyder, Mr. Cecil E.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
stitutional or Statute law, or by any and having complied with the statutes amendment thereto, the originals of
Walsh, Mr. Harry.
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
rules or regulations of the Insurance in such case made and provided;
which are of file and of record in
Waterman, L. E.
check an attack of the old chronic diCommissioner of this State or othe
Weaver, Mr. J. W.
Therefore, the State of Georgia this department.
I have used it since that
arrhoea.
wise, which govern insurance compa- hereby amends the Charter of The
W'hitlock, Mr. Tom.
In testimony whereof, I have heretime and cured many on our trains
nies in this State, of the fraternal Eminent Household of Columbian unto set
In calling for these letters please
my hand and affixed the Seal
who have been sick. I am an old solbeneficiary order class.
of my office, at the Capitol, in the state whether "advertised" or not
Woodmen, as prayed for.
dier who served with Rutherford B.
In witness whereof, these presents
FRANK W. SHEARON,
In witness whereof, these presents City of Atlanta, this 11th day of
and William McKinley four
Hayes
have been signed by the Secretary ot
Postmaster.
in the year of our Lord, one
have been signed by the Secretary
in
the 23rd Ohio regiment, and
years
State, and to which is annexed the of State of the State of
and thousand nine hundred and five, and
Georgia,
no
have
ailment
except chronic diarof
the
Great Seal
State, at Atlanta, the Great Seal of the State annexed ot the Independence of the United
If you want anything on earth try rhoea, which this remedy stops at
Georgia, this 24th day of Aug. 19o3.
thereto, at the Capitol, in Atlanta, States of America the one hundred t New Mexican want "ad."
once." For sale by all druggists.
PHILIP COOK,
and thirtieth.
this 15th day of December, 190.
of
State.
Secretary
(Signed) PHILIP COOK,
PHILIP COOK,
Georgia, Fulton County.
Secretary of State.
Secretary of State,
To the Honorable, the Secretary of
Seal of Georgia)
(State
State
of
Georgia,
State, of the State of Georgia.
ENDORSED:
Office of Secretary of State.
The petition of The Eminent HouseNo. 5436 A.
I, Philip Cook, Secretary of State
hold of Columbian Woodmen respectof
Charter
of the State of Georgia, do hereby
fully shows:
Eminent Household of Columbian
that the attached seven pag
certify
Household
(1) Said, The Eminent
Woodmen.
es
a
of
matter
contains
typewritten
of Columbian Woodmen was duly inoffice of Secretary of New
Filed
in
corporated by order of the Secretary true and correct copy of the applica- Mexico, April 17, 1908.
w
of State of. the State of Georgia, on tion and of the Charter of The Emi
NATHAN JAFFA,
nent
Columbian
Household
Wood
of
August 24, 1903, as a fraternal, beneRELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED.
Secretary.
men, and also a true and correct
ficiary order.
C. F. M to O.
Compared
for
amend2) Petitioner desires an amend' copy of the application
Certificate of Comparison.
&
ment to its original articles of incor ment and of the amended Charter, as
of New Mexico,
Territory
poration as follows: In Article 4 of ine 8ame appears on nie ana or recora
Office
of the Secretary.
FORT WORTH Texas,
after the m ims department.
said Original Articles,
JACKSON Mississippi.
Nathan
Jaffa,. Secretary of the
I,
hereIn
have
I
whereof,
testimony
word "Officers," in the second line
set my hand and affixed the Territory ot New Mexico, do hereby
thereof, strike the words "and advis-lnt- o
filed for record in
seal
of
my office, at the Capitol, in certify there was
orv board of the order." and insert
a. m., on the
office
nine
at
this
o'clock,
the following: "As honorary members , tne City ot Atlanta,' this 9th day of
of April, A. D. 1908;
Sevententh
one
ne
our
day
or
in
year
l.otq
without vote, except in case of an!AP.
.
r
Place
nine hundred and eight, and Statement
equal division, when the Eminent thousand
Eminent'
The
of
of
Etc.,
Business,
THE
United
of
of
the
the
Independence
Consul, being the presiding officer,1
Household of Columbian Woodmen'
or
mrnurea
one.
tne
America
shall have the power to cast the
No. 5437, and also, that I have compar-- ,
thirty-seconterminlng vote," and also In said Ar- and
ed the following copy of the same,
(Signed) PHILIP COOK,
ticle 4 after the word "from" in the
with the original thereof now on file,
of
State.
Secretary
the
of
Article
said
strike
line
fourth
and declare it to be a correct tran
"of
Seal
Georgia).
(State
FOREIGN:
script therefrom and of the whole
sert in

nw

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE

LONG TIME,

5. There shall be no capital stock,
but the resources of the corporation
shall be of two classes: (1) Installments in behalf of the beneficiary
fund to be used to pay the claims accruing under its beneficiary certificates. No part of said beneficiary
collections shall ever be used for any
purpose but for the payment of claims
due on beneficiary certificates. (2)
Collections for entrance, certificate
and degree fees, and collections for
general expenses. The collections
from these sources may be used for
promoting the extension of the order
and for, the expense of conducting
the business of the order.
lieu thereof the following:!
6. The business of the order shail
No. 5436.
be under the control of. the Eminent "Household or Royal Household," so or- eco vol. 5, page 5d9.
Council, composed of the officers, di- that said Article 4, as amended, shall
Certified Copy
as
follows:
rectors and managers of the order, a read
Articles
of Incorporation of
authori)
The Eminent Household shall
majority of whom shall have
EMINENT HOUSEHOLD OF
THE
ty to contract with members of the be iomposed of its officers as honorary
COLUMBIAN WOODMEN.
order or with other members of the members without vote, except in case
Filed In office of Secretary of New
of
work
Emi
an
of
for
conducting the
equal division, when the
cpuncil
Mexico, April 17, 1908, 9 a. m.
promoting and carrying on the busi- nent Consul, being the presiding offi
NATHAN JAFFA,
such
no
cer shall have the power to cast the
ness of the order, provided
Secretary.
contract shall affect the beneficiary determining vote; and of delegates or
C. F. K. to O.
Compared
heralds from Household or Royal
fund.' xState of Georgia,
7. The Eminent Council may se- Household.
Office of Secretary of State.
lect an executive committee to which
(3) Petitioner shows that said
WHEREAS, In pursuance of an
may be entrusted the business of the amendment has been "duly authorized Act of the General "Assembly of the
Eminent Council.
by resolution of said The Eminent gtate of Georgia Approved
of Columbian Woodmen hflp mh .,89, an(, at8 amendat0rv
8. The Incorporators shall be authorized to perform all the duties of passed November 11. 1904, a certified thereof w
j Northern, Jonathan B.
the Eminent Household until the first copy ui .wmcu ruawuuuu is uerew Frosti E. h. Thornton, W. F. Manry,
session of the Eminent Household Is attached.
jp. E. Murray, M. D. Clement, A.
held. They shall also be authorized ' (4) Petitioner shows that it has Evans and Hoke Smith, all of the
to perform the duties of the Eminent given thirty days notice "of its inten- - city of Atlanta, County of Fulton,
tion to apply for this amendment by state of Georgia, having filed in the
Council until the same Is organized.
9. Your petitioners show that they publication of this , petition in
the office of Secretary of State a certain
the legal petition seeking the formation of a
have given the thirty days' notice of newspaper publishing
their Intention to apply for this char- amendments of Fulton County, where corporation to be known as the Eml-th- e
principal office of petitioner is nent Household of Columbian
ter, by publication of this petition in
once a week for four weeks men for the purpose of organizing
the newspapers publishing the legal
advertisements of . Fulton county, before filing this petition.
land running an insurance company
where the principle office of this com- - Wherefore, petitioner respectfully, on the fraternal beneficiary order,
pany is to be located, once a week prays that an order be passed by and having complied with the stat-th- e
for four weeks before filing of this
Honorable Secretary of State of utes in such cases made and provld-thState of Georgia allowing said ed:
:...
petition. ';" .vv;Vi.
10. Your petitioners further show amendment as above set forth.
Therefore, the State of Georgia
EMINENT HOUSEHOLD
OF hereby grants unto the above named
that they intend in good faith to go THE
- COLUMBIAN WOODMEN.
forward without delay to organize
persons, their successors, and as- said company, and they pray to be By Jonathan B. Frost, Eminent Consul slims, full authority bv and under
C. H. Belmont, Eminent Clerk,
jthe said name of The Eminent House- incorporated under the laws of this By
Con-That
the
Eminent
Resolved,
hold of Columbian Woodmen, with
the
with
all
state,
powers' thereby
given to fraternal beneficiary orders. sul and Eminent Clerk shall be and it sprinclpal office in Fulton County,
are hereby authorized to take all nec- - Georgia, to exercise the powers and
JONATHAN B. FROST,
essary measures to secure, and shall privileges of a corporation for the
W. J. NORTHERN,
secure, u possi Die, amendment to purposes above stated, according to
E. H. THORNTON,
Articles of Incorporation as follows: the terms of their said netltion, sub- W. F, MANRY,
Strike out of Article 4, the words ject to the provisions of the Consti-anCLEMENT A. EVANS, .
M.
advisory board of the order," al: tution of this State, antf all the laws,
MURRAY.
D.,
P. E,
so strike but all of said Article 4, af-- rules and
HOKE SMITH.
regulations governing InIn the matter of tne application of ter the word "from," In line 4, after surance comnanles of force at the
W. J. Northern, et al., to be incorpor- the word officers," in line 2 of said date of this certificate, or that may
ated under the name of The Eminent Article d, add the following: j "Aa hereafter become of force either by
honorary members without vote, ex-- . Constitutional or Statute law, or by
Household of Columbian Woodmen.
e
cept in case of an equal division, when any rules or regulations of the
State of Georgia,
Eminent Consul, being the pre- - surance" Commissioner of this State
County of Fulton.
Personally appeared Jonathan B. siding officer, shall have power to or otherwise, which govern insurance
Frost and W. J. Northern whobeing cast the determining vote;, also after companies in vthls State, of the
word "from" add 'the words, ternal beneficiary orderclass.
first duly sworn, says that they are
two of the persons named In the Ap- "Household or ' Royal Household ;"f In witness whereof, these presents
plication for Charter further says making the Article as amended, read have been signed by the Secretary
that the names subscribed to said ap- as follows:
(of State, and to which is annexed the
4. . The Eminent Household
Bhall Great Sear of the State, at Atlanta,
plication for Charter are the genuine
signatures of the persons named be composed: ol its officers as hon-- Georgia, this 24th dav of Aug. 1903.
therein, and that the facta stated in orary members without vote, except
PHILIP COOK,
In case of an equal division, the Emsaid petition for charter are true,
Secretary of State.
Sworn to and subscribed before me inent Consul, being the presiding offi
State of Georgia,
this 21st day of August, 1903.
cer, shall have power to cast the de-- Office of Secretary of State, Atlanta.
JONATHAN B. FROST,
terminlng vote; and of delegates or. To Whom it May Concern Greeting:

EASY PAYMENTS,

The Jackson Loan

.

Trust Company

.

As-pnt-

TlpRle-natlns-

Annual

,

Twenty-Nint- h

d

4--

Decem-Househol-

d

.

Wood-locate-

d,

v

e

I

?

:

1

-

d

-

In-th-

;

--

.

fra-th- e

New Mexico Fair and

J

thereof.'

Resources Exposition

Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital on
this Thirtieth day of July, A. D. 1909.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal.)
Secretary of New Mexico.
EDWIN F. COARD,
Assistant Secretary.
Statement of The Eminent Household
of Columbian Woodmen.
This association, duly incorporated
under the laws of the State of Georgia. '

OCTOBER II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
President Taft will be there.
'
A Real Airship One that Flies.
A $20,000 Exhibit of Amusements and Resources.
A Marathon Race, the First Ever Pulled Oft In the Southwest :.
$6,500 in purses for Harnes s and Running Races.
$1,500 in prizes for Amateur Baseball for Championship of Southwest.
Great Display of New Mexico's Natural Resources.-Ever- y
County In New Mexico will have an Exhibit of her Mineral Wealth.
Every Kind of New and Instructive Amusement will be Provided.
Our Hotels and Restaurants are Amply Able to Accommodate all
'
who may visit our city.

and desiring to transact business in'
the Territory of New Mexico, make!
the following statement:
The name of the corporation is The
Eminent Household of Columbian
Woodmen.

The location of its registered office
in New Mexico is Santa Fe, and the
name of the agent in charge of such
office upon whom process against the
corporation may be served ts Hon.!
T

yil

sioner.
This corporation

For further information, entry blanks, etc., address Secretary.
W.

rAvim1c

T

has

no

.

G.

TIGHT,

President

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Secretary.

capital

stock.

The character of the business to be
transacted in New Mexico: Fraternal
Insurance.
.
In witness whereof, the said Emi
nent Household of Columbian Woodmen, has caused its name to be here
unto subscribed and its corporate seal
to be affixed and these presents to be
executed by its president and secre- tary, thia Thirteen day of April, A. D.!

THE

Banker's Reserve Life
Company

,

1908.

'

'
I

(Signed)

THE EMINENT HOUSEHOLD

B. H. ROBISON, President

OF

COLUMBIAN WOODMEN.
By JONATHAN B. FROST,

President.
Attest: (Signed) J. G. ST.
'
Secretary.

AMAND,

HOME OFFICE OMAH A, NEBRASKA

ENDORSED:

Foreign,
No. 5437,
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 5 Pake 539,
Certificate Designating Agent and
Principal Place of Business of THE
EMINENT HOUSEHOLD OF COLUMBIAN WOODMEN.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico April 17, 1908, 9 a. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,

Offers the best Contract

Agent and the

to the

best there is in Life
surance

In-

to the Policy

Holder.

Secretary.

All Policies secured by
approved securities deposited with the State,
of Nebraska, making
them as safe as Government Bonds.

Compared C. F. K. to O.

LETTER LIST.
Lift of' letters remaining-uncallefor in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
M., for week ending July 31, 1909.
If not called for within two weeki
d

u office
PIONEER

BLD.

M. f KFLLEV

EA8T
WE

u

VEGAS

""'

5

J
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Aug. 3.
Weather forecast for New
Mexico: Local showers tonight
and Wednesday, with station- ary temperature.
Denver,

uRviA&nn'cu

iiiii mwv

j

Colo.,

X
k3t

X;
X

square miles and Is well timbered be- sides having rich agricultural areas.
The grantees were originally thirty in
The grant was made in 1844,
increased in 18GG. It was con- firmed in 1852.
;
Big Real Estate Deals Near Arte-last
forty
week,
county,
iia, Eddy
of unimproved farm land were
On last Tuesday,!
for
sold
$5,400.
Simon White of Hope, Eddy county,
sold his farm of 1,400 acres and 3,100
head of cattle to Lum Richards, and
W. P. Riley for $73,000.
Says the
"Mr. .White earnArtesia Advocate:
ed every dollar of his wealth at Hope
and the same is true of the gentlemen who bought his farm and

of irrigation Investigations; Professor
O. L. Waller,
irrigation expert of
Washington State College; Mrs.
mons, Oak Bluffs, Mass., state vice-wa- s
president Woman's National Rivers
and Harbors Congress. Afternoo- nUnited States Senator Thomas Carter.
Montana; R. H. Thomson, city engi-acre- s
neer of Seattle; J. S. Dennis, director
0f irrigation Canadian Pacific system;
John L. Wilson. Seattle. 'Evening C.
j. Blanchard. statistician United
states reclamation service; Rufus P.
Jennings, chairman California Promotion Committee.
August' 13, morning United States
Senator Heyburn, Idaho; Wr. K.
president Lakes to Gulf Deep
Waterways Association; Professor W.
D. Lyman, Walla Walla, Wash.; T. R.

most opportune though the most critical period since its organization.
"Some of the attacks on the former administration's policies will

r.

j

raise these questions:

"Have they fulfilled the hopes of
those who have been responsible for
their existence? Are they making a
richer, happier, better land; a more
prosperous and contented people
throughout that cast area once labeled 'The Great American Desert?'
Are they worthy of that support and
endorsement necessary to insure
continued progress along the lines on
which work is already progressing?
Or have the government's efforts in
thi sdirection been at fault necessitating a change in the activities of
those bureaus of the government to
which this work has been entrusted?
"What the result will be depends
entirely upon the activity of the
friends of the policies which have
in the past received the endorsement
of this body.
"It1 is predicted that this ' phase
alone will make the congress famous,
and there are many Indications that
its action on the foregoing questions
coming at the time it does, will make
the seventeenth sessions of the National Irrigation Congress not only
the most noted In "Us history, but the
most momentous in results. No other
interpretation can be put upon the

City Council Tonight A meeting
of the City Council will be held this
evening.
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace J. Pickerell, Lanesville, 111.; A.
Claire-Tho- mas
H. dinger, New York.
N. Wilkerson, Albuquerque.
Held for Violating Edmunds Act
on
Water Street
Railroading
Archuleta Lopez was arrested at Ros-weof
interest was Waring, Charleston, S. C. Afternoon-arou- sed
amount
Quite
'an
S.
H.
U.
J.
Marshal
by Deputy
and
today by a 'Governor Hays, Washington; Gover-gan- g
yesterday
Smith for violating the Edmunds act.
in
men
of
moving the nor Brady, Idaho; Governor Norris,
employed
A
On
New Proposition
another
lo- O. C. new boiler which arrived for the
of
Montana; Governor Gilchrist, Florida;
page appears an ad.
water
cal
ine
and
company,
Governor Frear, Hawaii; Governor
light
Watson and Company, who are offert
thousand Hhallenberger, Nebraska; Governor
ing a new and interesting proposition. boiler weighs twenty-eighpounds and in order to move it 10 Curry, New Mexico; Governor Spry,
Read the ad and see for yourself.
Another Jail Break at Clovis Two the desired place, a temporary rail- Utah, and other governors in Western
MAVWARfl'
railroad men confined in jail at Clo- road track had to be laid along Water and Southern states.
vis for "whooping
her up," took street and the flat car upon which
wu.
1 1
August 14, morning George Otis
i
French leave a few days ago without the boiler rests is being slowly Smith, director United States Geologimoved along.
to their jailers.
cal survey; E. H. Llbby, president
saying good-by- e
Dams Washed Out A flood In the
Arrested for Passing Fake Bill-J- ohn Wyoming State Conservation Associa
Felix a few days ago washed out the
Schaeffer was arrested at Al tion; E. J. Watson, Columbia, commis
dams of the Hagerman Irrigation buquerque yesterday, a few hours at sioner of department of agriculture,
Company in Chaves county and also
wrecked the dam of the Tanner Bar-ne- Gurkowitz bv Justice of the Peace olina. Afternoon Reports of commit
fested and the importance which is
Company.
"ijftfW David Perea. The charge against tees on permanent organization, elecattached to this organization."
Death Rate High The death rate him is passing a bogus $100 bill. It tion of officers and the selection of the being
"Other
questions which will come
at Roswell during June was very high is also alleged, that his bride had not next place of meeting.
before the congress In a striking man-ne- r
21 people being buried in the South-sid- e been divorced from her former husare:
cemetery alone during the month. band. The charge against Schaeffer LOOKING FOR HIS LOST BROTHER
"Shall
the government policies resweet8
burials was brought by his former
During July there were only
ceive the endorsement of this congclaimin that cemetery.
is
who
Vica
it
heart
Vicovish,
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ress, or shall material changes in
Drowned in Rio Grande Simon
ed was jilted by Schaeffer.
them be demanded? Is this great nadrownwas
aged fifteen years,
rives at Rociada at 3:25 p. m.; leaves tional movement of
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
homes
ed in the Rio Grande near El Paso,
Rociada daily except Suiday at 4j.35 for millions of our providing
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 2, 1909.
to
continue
people
while swimming in the river with
Maximum temperature 78 degrees a. m., and arrives at East Las Vegas or is it to be checked and turned
other boys. He was caught in the at 4:20 p. m. Minimum temperature at 1 p. m.
- .
aside?"
.
quicksand and went down.
Mean tem
57 degrees at 5:05 a. m.
New Advertisements Attention is perature 68 degrees. Departure from
SHALL THE MOVE- called to the new advertisements of normal 0 degrees. Relative humidity
the Hubb Laundry Company, the Jack at 6 a. m. 60 per cent Relative hum
MENTBE CHECKED
son Loan and Trust Company and the idity at 6 p. m. 37 per cent. Relative
CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE
MONEY AND METALS.
New Mexico Fair and Resources E'v humidity, average for the day 48 per Clashes of Forces on Reclamation,
BY THE SACK AT A BETTER PRICE
New York, Aug. 3. Prime paper
cent. Lowest temperature during last
position appearing on another page.
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Call money 1
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cies Are Predicted.
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buy
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Wagner Meeting With Success A home of the late General John P. Vic- will have its 17th sessions here dur- 102
Dec. 100
letter from John P. Wagner who is in
on Garcia street, at. 8:30 tomor- ing the week beginning August 9.
Corn
tory,
Aug. 65
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Kansas City on business connected row
forenoon to escort the remains There is already every indication
Oats Aug. 36 8 37; Dec. 37
with the financing of the new hotel, to
the Cathedral. There will be no that the movement, which began with
states that he Is meeting with grati- services at the
house, but mass will the passage of the reclamation act in
PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
Pork Sept. $20.40; Jany $16.40.
fying success in the matter interesting be celebrated at the Cathedral at 9 1902, will be attacked from all sides
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Saloon Keepers Sued Two saloon
There is ro Coffee to equal the above for
kindly granted permission to the Old argument being there is nothing $10,52
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
keepers at El Paso have been sued Soldiers to take with them into the which justified the continuance of so
WOOL MARKETS.
for $2,500 damages for selling liquor Cathedral their
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fund your money
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